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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

An old dream of science is - as R. Feynman once emphasized - to see by the electron

where the atoms are. It is the challenge of microscopy to continue in imaging smaller

and smaller objects with higher and higher resolution. Dating back to the work of Ernst

Abbe in 1873, the resolution d = λ
2n sinα

is enhanced by lowering the wavelength λ,

increasing the refraction index n and the opening angle α. This resulted finally in a

scientific evolution from light optics, to x-rays and later on to electron microscopy.

It is the electron microscope and especially the transmission electron microscope

(TEM) which became in recent years an indispensable tool to probe materials at the

(sub-) Ångström scale. The field of application is nowadays extended from typical solid-

state materials to more beam-sensitive ones like zeolites, polymers and carbon-based

materials, leading to the usage of lower acceleration voltages. While resolution had

been improved due to E ∝ 1/λ by increasing acceleration voltages up to 3000 kV, one

can achieve a resolution of 2Å on a routine basis at medium voltages of 300 kV. The

recent developments in aberration correction due to the first practically realizable de-

sign of Harald Rose 1 and the first realization by Max Haider et al.2 enable a resolution

of ∼2Å even at lower voltages such as 80 kV. With aberration correction the unaber-

rated opening angle α in Abbe’s formula is extended, allowing higher resolution at lower

voltages and thus a more gentle observation of electron beam-sensitive materials.

The term “tomography” originates from the greek term “tomos” (slicing) and

“graphein” (writing). The field of tomography comprises all techniques to record and

visualize three-dimensional structures. In light optics several 3D-techniques exist.

Whereas optical sectioning is achieved by the small depth of field in aberration cor-

rected scanning TEM, it is the parallel projection geometry which is the most prevalent

approach in TEM. The 3D structure is acquired by imaging the object in several projec-

tions and reconstructing a virtual object by computer algorithms.

Due to the developments in aberration corrected TEM it is now possible to study

carbonaceous materials with unprecedented detail at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.

Carbonaceous materials are fundamental building blocks for important physical and

1 H. Rose, Outline of a spherically corrected semiaplanatic medium-voltage transmission electron mi-
croscope. Optik, 1990. 85: p. 19-24.

2M. Haider, S. Uhlemann, E. Schwan, H. Rose, B. Kabius, and K. Urban, Electron microscopy image
enhanced. Nature, 1998. 392(6678): p. 768-769.
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chemical applications such as drug delivery, organic solar cells or catalysis. For the

latter they serve as support for catalytically active nanoparticles leading to the material

of choice, e.g. fuel cell applications. Therefore, the most common morphologies are

graphitic carbon or carbon black/soot, whereas multi-walled carbon nanotubes become

more prevalent recently. However, little is known of the role and properties of carbon

supports obviously due to the lack of structural methods to image and quantify sub-

nanometre details.

Before the outline of this work will be addressed in detail, a brief state-of-the-art

report on electron tomography is provided.

State of the art

Electron tomography in TEM dates back to the early work of Hart (Hart, 1968) in bi-

ology and evolved to be the method of choice to reveal three-dimensional information

on the nanometre scale, even in materials science today (Möbus and Inkson, 2007;

Midgley and Dunin-Borkowski, 2009). It is frequently used to clarify or provide new

information on the structure of materials that is not accessible from two-dimensional

observations. Moreover, the information content is increased by correlating traditional

tomography with atom-probe tomography (Arslan et al., 2008), energy-filtered / energy-

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy TEM (Möbus et al., 2003) or energy loss spectroscopy

STEM (Van den Broek et al., 2006; Jarausch et al., 2009). Most recently, 3D space is

combined with time in order to resolve transient effects enabling 4D electron tomogra-

phy (Su, 2010).

Electron tomography itself requires an acquisition method which provides a mono-

tonic contrast mechanism relating signal intensity to sample thickness and elemen-

tal scattering cross-section (projection requirement3) (Radon, 1917; Crowther et al.,

1970; Hoppe, 1974). Nowadays, high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-

STEM) is commonly used for its incoherent Z-contrast imaging capability ensuring a

monotonic relationship of elemental content Z by I ∝ Z∼1.7 for crystalline samples

while minimizing Bragg diffraction (Hillyard and Silcox, 1995; Midgley et al., 2001; Wey-

land et al., 2001). Bragg diffraction, however, generally occurs in bright-field TEM

(BFTEM), which relates intensity linearly to the crystal potential only for weak scatter-

ing materials and thin objects within the weak-phase object approximation (Ho et al.,

1988). Nevertheless, (zero loss) energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) extends the region of

weak-phase object approximation while improving contrast by removing inelastically

scattered electrons (Angert et al., 2000). For particular materials like magnetite crys-

3For further information the reader is referred to (Frank, 1992).
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tals it has been shown that even BFTEM can lead to reliable reconstructions and is

comparable to HAADF-STEM (Friedrich et al., 2005; Bar Sadan et al., 2008).

There is a growing demand to obtain atomic resolution in all three dimensions,

as only a resolution of 1nm3 is achievable routinely nowadays (Arslan et al., 2005;

Midgley and Dunin-Borkowski, 2009). Atomic resolution tomography has been pro-

posed to work on pure crystalline gold-nanoparticles incorporating a priori knowledge

of regularly arranged atoms within the crystal grid (Jinschek et al., 2008) and has

been shown experimentally realizable recently (Van Aert et al., 2011); however, this

approach is not directly applicable to more complex sample geometries. Furthermore,

it has been shown by a proof of principle that information in the sub-nanometre range

can be achieved with regular bright-field electron tomography (Bar Sadan et al., 2008).

Whereas aberration corrected 2D HAADF-STEM is capable to laterally resolve par-

ticles on its support atomically (Hernández-Garrido et al., 2010), tilt series tomography

requires a depth of field equal or larger than the sample thickness in order to keep the

whole area in focus; this, however, is only achievable with counterproductively small

convergence angles reducing the attainable resolution. In contrast, the small depth of

field can be beneficially used - in analogy to light optics - by depth-sectioning, process-

ing a through-focus series which results in much shorter acquisition times. However,

depth-sectioning cannot fully compete with the depth resolution of tilt series STEM

(Nellist et al., 2008), as it is hundredfold worse than the lateral resolution of an C3/C5

corrected STEM machine, i.e. ±18.5 Å for a beam incident along the crystalline zone

axis due to channeling effects (Xin et al., 2008). As the commonly used Richardson

Lucy deconvolution fails to recover information in the missing cone, it is furthermore

necessary to incorporate a priori knowledge, e.g. morphological operations to detect

spherical nanoparticles on supports, which limits flexibility in application to different

structures (Behan et al., 2009).

Several fields of research require information from electron tomography, of which

catalysis is actually one of the biggest. It requires studies about the interaction of

catalytically active nanoparticles with their support; e.g. carbon soot, which is predom-

inantly used in fuel-cell applications due to its outstanding physicochemical nature, pre-

venting nanoparticles from agglomeration (Steele and Heinzel, 2001; Rolison, 2003).

The nature of the carbon allotropes diamond, graphite, nanotubes and fullerenes has

been investigated by high resolution TEM (HRTEM) 2D imaging during the last decades

(cf. reviews of Terrones et al. (Terrones and Terrones, 2003) and Harris (Harris, 2005))

and recently by aberration corrected TEM (AC-TEM) with sub-Ångström resolution

(Chuvilin et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2009; Dahmen et al., 2009; Koshino et al., 2010).

Whereas graphite shows a regular layer spacing of 0.34nm along the c-axis <0001>,

carbon soot consists of a much more irregular structure with different tortuosity and
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layer spacing (Shim et al., 2000; Vander Wal et al., 2004). Nanoparticles supported

on carbon soot were already assessed with HAADF-STEM tomography with respect

to their shape, volume and distribution (Gontard et al., 2008). Volume quantification is

commonly carried out by binarization with a reasonable threshold of 50% of the overall

intensity although neglecting the anisotropic intensity degradation due to the missing

wedge. Despite the intricacies of 3D quantification, the 2D imaging process itself needs

to be corrected for the influence of the STEM-probe, vibrations and focus (Reed et al.,

2009).

The observation of carbon supports is hampered by its sensitivity to the electron

beam inducing damage by knock-on displacements, heating and/or chemical etching

effects (Banhart, 1999; Telling and Heggie, 2007). The knock-on displacement thresh-

old for carbon lies between 27 kV and 95 kV (Kamimura et al., 2010), depending on

the actual carbon configuration. To reveal the internal three-dimensional structure of

e.g. carbon soot in its pristine form, it is necessary, firstly, to operate the TEM be-

low or near the corresponding knock-on damage threshold, secondly, to work with an

optimised (minimum) electron dose to reduce all other radiation damage processes,

e.g. ionisation, heating and chemical etching, as much as possible (Egerton et al.,

2004; Mølhave et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2009), and thirdly, to choose an operation

mode allowing high resolution imaging of the carbon soot while fulfilling the projection

requirement for electron tomography.

The atomic resolution gained in two-dimensional STEM imaging has been

achieved by a decrease of probe size requiring a higher beam current by enhanced

electron sources; this ensures good signal-to-noise ratio (Krivanek et al., 2003), how-

ever, at the cost of strongly increased electron dose. Recently, Buban et al. (Buban

et al., 2010) have reported a roadmap to achieve two-dimensional, low-dose STEM

imaging with similar conditions as TEM. This is only valid for low-angle annular dark-

field, which shows however less Z-contrast than necessary for an appropriate signal-

to-noise for platinum on carbon (Gontard et al., 2008).

Energy-filtering considerably increases contrast in the TEM leading to enhanced

signal-to-noise conditions for low dose applications (Grimm et al., 1996). Atomic res-

olution on electron beam-sensitive inorganic and organic test specimens has been

shown recently by Evans et al. within phase contrast AC-TEM in combination with a

low-dose approach (Evans et al., 2008). Low-dose protocols were originally estab-

lished in the field of biological TEM tomography; here, data collection for search, track,

focus or exposure takes place at relatively low magnification (≤ 30.000) and low res-

olution with different settings for beam illumination, magnification and exposure time

of the camera (Koster et al., 1997). This ensures a cumulative dose of less than ap-

proximately 2 × 103 e− nm−2 for an entire tilt-series in biological electron tomography
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achieving a resolution of about 2nm (Conway et al., 1993). Auto-focusing and stigma-

tion use large image-shifts to move to other sample areas for dose minimization and

are based on the beam-tilt method, which is appropriate for amplitude contrast imaging

at large underfocus (Koster and de Ruijter, 1992; Dierksen et al., 1993).

Furthermore, the Hegerl-Hoppe theorem states that “a three-dimensional recon-

struction requires the same integral dose as a conventional two-dimensional micro-

graph provided that the level of significance and the resolution are identical” (Hegerl

and Hoppe, 1976; Hoppe and Hegerl, 1981). This leads, despite its controversial

discussion, practically to fractionate the dose of an individual projection image in or-

der to minimize the overall dose consumption with respect to inherent beam damage

(McEwen et al., 1995).

In addition to dose minimization during acquisition, sample stage imprecisions

leading to changes in the sample height are compensated at each tilt angle by focus

adjustments (Dierksen et al., 1992). Inaccurate tilt angles and remaining sample shifts

in the acquired tilt series are corrected post acquisition by cross-correlation alignment

in addition to feature tracking for which additionally deposited gold particles serve as

markers (Mastronarde, 2008).

Based on the very first principles by Radon (Radon, 1917) Fourier-based tech-

niques leading to (weighted) backprojection (WBP) are the most commonly used ap-

proaches (Radermacher, 1994). Furthermore, in the case of noisy projection data

algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) are used to generate the desired 3D ob-

ject (Gordon et al., 1970; Herman et al., 1973). Different updating schemes lead to

other algebraically based techniques, e.g. the Landweber iteration known as simulta-

neous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) (Gilbert, 1972) and simultaneous ART

(SART) (Andersen and Kak, 1984). Based on the mathematical principals of geo-

metric tomography (Gardner, 2006), discrete tomography recovers planar convex sets

from their integrals (Herman and Kuba, 2007). One practical approach is discrete

ART (DART) based on network flow algorithms (Batenburg, 2006), which succeeded

on nanocrystals (Batenburg et al., 2009), zeolites (Bals et al., 2009), and bamboo-like

carbon nanotubes (Bals et al., 2007).

In addition to the aforementioned protocol to gain three-dimensional information,

there exist open-source and commercially available visualization tools, e.g. Avizo(TM)

(Mercury, Inc.) and algorithms to extract the morphology of noisy tomograms (Fran-

gakis and Hegerl, 2002). Recent efforts aim to gain binarized datasets for 3D quantifi-

cation, e.g. by discrete tomography (Bals et al., 2007; Biermans et al., 2010).
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Current challenges

Until now materials science tomography routinely allows to resolve the habitus of

nanoparticles with 1nm resolution (Möbus and Inkson, 2007), but fails on the inter-

nal structure of the support. Depth-sectioning by AC-HAADF-STEM provides lateral

resolution, whereas it fails for the depth-resolution. In contrast, tilt series tomography

provides the depth-resolution and therefore BFTEM has to be reevaluated. In addi-

tion, the electron beam sensitivity of carbon supports hamper traditional approaches

of high-voltage microscopy, thus, lower voltage techniques are required to increase

the tolerable dose. So far, no protocol exists to access beam-sensitive materials with

sub-nanometre high-resolution tomography, neither with HAADF-STEM nor BFTEM.

High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging near Scherzer focus with an aberration correc-

tor shows, in contrast to existing biological tomography approaches for beam-sensitive

samples, a different range of operation for focus and astigmatism and of required

accuracies. Thus, automation approaches from biology currently fail to meet these

new imaging conditions. Furthermore, the graphitic surrounding of catalytically active

nanoparticles or the graphitization of the soot itself needs to be accessed in all three

dimensions without projection artefacts elucidating its geometric properties.

Resulting from these current challenges there exists a need to develop a new pro-

tocol fulfilling the projection requirement with sub-nanometre resolution in 3D. There-

fore, the material dependent tolerable electron dose has to be minimized by a lower-

voltage microscopy approach supported by auto-routines. Alignment and reconstruc-

tion techniques have to be optimized and/or modified for graphitization measurements

with a resolution of ∼ 0.34nm.

Outline of this thesis

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides the necessary background in

TEM imaging, electron tomography, quantification and carbonaceous materials. Chap-

ter 3 contains the obtained results, divided into the following sections: section 1 deals

with the validity of the projection requirement and section 2 illustrates the requirements

for sub-nanometre resolution in 3D. Section 3 shows how to design a minimum dose

experiment, section 4 specifies material related dose limits for feasible tomography ac-

quisition and section 5 shows ways to minimize dose by automatic acquisition including

adjustment of imaging conditions. In section 6 the structure of carbon soot is accessed

by the developed protocol and quantifies the degree of graphitization. In chapter 4 the

results will be summarized and an outlook will be given.



CHAPTER 2

Theoretical background

Electron tomography is based on the parallel projection geometry and uses the Trans-

mission Electron Microscope (TEM) as a projector in order to record images at multiple

tilt angles changed by the goniometre of the microscope. The TEM consists of the

electron gun, a condenser system to adjust the illumination system and the objective

lense to form an image of the scattered electrons within the specimen. This image

is magnified by a projection system and recorded by a camera. For beam-sensitive

materials the acceleration voltage can be lowered in order to reduce the knock-on

damage. However, the unaberrated opening angle is decreased and an aberration

corrector is necessary to gain the required resolution. Tomography itself is based on

the projection requirement to ensure a proper solution of the inverse problem, which

constitutes by projecting the real object at several viewing angles the formation of an

equivalent virtual image of the real object. Furthermore, inaccuracies in the acquired

tilt series due to the microscope stage and the objective lense, e.g. random shifts, in-

consistent tilt axis and slight magnification changes or rotation, are removed by special

alignment procedures prior to reconstruction. Different algorithms exist to represent

the real object at its best by a virtual object as the projection dataset is limited by the

angular range, the number of individual projection views and the signal-to-noise ratio.

This final virtual object can be visualized and/or binarized in order to investigate the

three-dimensional nature of the projected structure or quantify it by several measures.

Carbonaceous materials, one class of electron beam-sensitive materials, form different

structures, e.g. nanotubes, fullerenes or more complex structures like carbon soot.

2.1 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

As mentioned above, the TEM (cf. figure 2.1) consists of the electron gun with an

accelerator as the illumination source, a condenser system to adjust the illumination

area and the electron beam density, the stage to position the specimen with respect to

the beam, the objective lens to image the object, the projection system to magnify the

image and a recording device such as a CCD camera. Furthermore, current electron

microscopes possess an aberration corrector to achieve sub-Ångström resolution of
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Figure 2.1: The FEI Titan80-300 electron microscope at the University of Ulm including a
CEOS aberration corrector and a Gatan imaging filter (GIF). The microscope is operated in
two-condensor mode and the spectrometer is used to acquire zero-loss (ZL) filtered images.
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0.8Å for 300 kV acceleration voltage up to 2Å for 80 kV, and an energy filter to resolve

the energy-loss spectrum.

In the following sections, the generation of the electron beam by the electron emit-

ter is discussed as well as its characterization by a spectrometer. Furthermore, the

mathematical background of the image formation is described in addition to the scat-

tering processes and the properties of the aberrated objective lense (Fultz and Howe,

2008). Finally, the characteristics of the image recording device depending on the

electron beam density is described.

2.1.1 Generation and characteristics of the electron beam

The electron beam is generated at an electrode sucking electrons out of a crystalline

material (cathode) by an applied (anode) voltage. The conduction electrons in metals

therefore have to overcome the work function before exiting towards vacuum. The over-

all potential energy at the tip results from this work function, the Coulomb potential and

the potential energy due to an external field. In the case of Schottky emission the over-

all potential, in contrast to pure thermionic emission, is lowered, whereas the electrons

still have to overcome the remaining kinetic energy due to heating the cathode.

An invariant of the source is the brightness B, which can be written as

B =
Is

AsΩ

and is defined as the ratio of emission current Is per emission area As (the beam

current density j) and the solid angle Ω = πα2 with the semi-angle α of the electron

emission cone. The tangential momentum of an electron on the emission trajectory

describes the angular spread α = pt/pn by the ratio with its normal momentum. The

reasonable assumption of an Boltzmann distributed energy due to the heating of the

cathode with a temperature Tc, leads to a brightness

B ≈ jcE

πkBTc

with the kinetic energy E = eU of the electrons due to the acceleration voltage U and

the emission current jc (cf. (Reimer, 1997) for details). Thus, the higher the filament

is heated the broader the energy distribution and the lower the brightness is; for a

Schottky assisted emitter as in the Titan at 80 kV one can theoretically estimate by a

common temperature of Tc = 1500K (taken from (Reimer, 1997)) the half-width energy

to about ∆E = 2.45 kTc = 0.32eV which is effectively a little bit worse experimentally.

A Schottky emission gun with its two orders of magnitude higher emission cur-
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rent of approximately 500A is highly affected by Coulomb interactions due to the higher

electron density within the beam. Individual electrons experience the surrounding elec-

trons, which act as a space charge within the crossover, leading to a transversal and

longitudinal interaction impact. Whereas the lateral contribution shows only a small in-

crement in beam diameter by stochastic blur, the brightness is not that much affected,

it is in contrast the longitudinal component which shows the most prominent effect

broadening the energy distribution of the electron beam (Boersch effect) (Tiemeijer,

1999a).

Emitted electrons experience a further energetic broadening due to the insta-

bility of the acceleration voltage; for the case of 80 kV this results in approximately

∆E = 0.2eV. A monochromator located between the electron source and the accel-

erator, compensates partly the energy broadening of the beam and filters out all elec-

trons not fitting into a small energy window. Several designs of monochromators exist:

the Wien filter of Rose, the omega-type monochromator of Plies and the omega-type

monochromator of Rose (cf. for review (Rose, 2009)). Whereas the first is based on

crossed electric and magnetic fields, the two others are solely based on electrostatic

fields. This results in shorter fitting lengths due to the lower technological require-

ments of electrostatic lenses operating at lower voltages. Furthermore, virtual images

of the electron source at the entry and exit plane result in no further elongation of the

beam path, and a much higher dispersion is gained by the extended omega by Rose in

contrast to other designs (Kahl, 1999). Whereas FEI uses Wien-filter based monochro-

mators (Tiemeijer, 1999b), ZEISS uses OMEGA-type monochromators (Essers et al.,

2010).

A further improvement with respect to the energy distribution is gained by an en-

ergy filter, which filters the electron beam after passing the specimen in the objective

image-plane. Whereas, a slit is placed at higher energy-losses among the energy-loss

spectrum in order to study plasmon or valence states, it is put around the zero en-

ergy loss removing all the inelastically scattered electrons and increasing the overall

image contrast. In contrast to Gatan who incorporates a so-called post-column energy

filter with which FEI microscopes are equipped, Zeiss incorporates its own in-column

filter. The post-column filter introduces an energy dispersion by bending the electrons

over 90◦ with a 100mm radius magnetic prism and two post prism quadrupoles mag-

nifying and focusing the spectrum onto the energy-selecting slit, while for imaging or

spectroscopy four additional post slit quadrupoles are used to project the image or the

spectrum onto a (post-GIF) CCD (Gubbens et al., 2010). The additional quadrupoles

used within the spectrometer introduce an overall post magnification with respect to the

projection system of the microscope, whereas an in-column filter of the omega-type is

incorporated within the projection system and is thus magnification invariant (Essers
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et al., 2010).

2.1.2 Illumination system

Independent of the chosen illumination method, i.e. TEM or STEM, the illumination

system which is generally called the condenser system, is in principle composed of at

least two lenses called C1 and C2 in order to gain a variable beam density together with

a short fitting length. C1 is strongly excited to gain a better point source of illumination.

It is varied in order to control the beam current being called ’spotsize’ on FEI machines.

C2 is weakly excited to control the beam convergence leading to a small spot, a parallel

beam or a divergent cone.

TEM is split into exact parallel illumination (ZEISS, Köhler system) limiting the co-

herence only by the source size itself and slightly converged illumination (FEI) limiting

the coherence in addition by the overall condenser aperture angle due to the lense

excitation. In the case of an exact parallel illumination the beam shows a perfect cross-

over in the back-focal plane of the objective lense, which is not directly fulfilled for the

slightly converged illumination and requires further adjustment of the diffraction pat-

tern. In order to achieve a higher flexibility in the convergence angle range a third and

forth condenser lense could be switched on.

2.1.3 Scattering of the electron beam

Scattering factors

An incident plane wave

Ψinc(~r) = exp(2πikzz)

with ~r = (x, y, z) = (0, 0, z) and |~r| = r scatters at an atom to a spherical wave (cf.

figure 2.2a,b)

Ψ(~r) = exp(2πikzz) + fe(q)
exp(2πi~q ~r )

r

with an amplitude fe(q) (scattering factor), where ~q represents the difference between

the incident and scattered wave vector. The analytical expression for the scattering

factor is based on the first Born approximation (cf. e.g. (Messiah, 1999)) which is

based on the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the atomic potential Va(~r) leading

to

fe(q) =
1

2πe a0

∫

Va(~r) exp(2πi~q ~r ) d
3r

with the rest mass of the electron m0 and the Bohr radius a0 = ~/m0 e
2 = 0.5292Å

(Kirkland, 1998).
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Figure 2.2: Image formation in the TEM: (a) the multislice formalism uses the previously cal-
culated wave function Ψ(x, y, z) to calculate the exit wave Ψ(x, y, z + ∆z) at crystal depth z of
thickness ∆z by multiplication with the transmission function t(x, y, z) and convolution of the
propagator function p(x, y,∆z); (b) each point of an individual exit wave consists of the con-
tribution of all points of the previous exit wave of an atomic slice; (c) ray path of the objective
lense for a parallel incident beam Ψinc(x) imaging the specimen into the image plane where the
final image |Ψi(x)|2 is formed ( (a-c) adopted from (Kirkland, 1998)); (d) PCTF with temporal
envelope for 80 kV acceleration voltage and a spherical aberration coefficient of CS = 2.0µm for
Scherzer, Lentzen and Lichte focus for an information limit of 0.18 nm and an energy resolution
of 0.7 eV (the plot for Lentzen is truncated to increase visibility due to high oscillations for larger
q).
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Simplification of this exact formulation of the scattering factor by parametrization

can considerably reduce the amount of required data and calculation steps. Never-

theless, the approximated data has to represent the original data for low and high

scattering angles (proportional to q) in an asymptotic way. Doyle and Turner showed

approximations by linear combinations of Gaussians, which fit well at low scattering

angles, but fall off too rapidly at high angles (Doyle and Turner, 1968). Weickenmeier

and Kohl showed an approximation appropriate for high angles, but less appropriate

for analytical calculations (Weickenmeier and Kohl, 1991). Kirkland (Kirkland, 1998)

proposed a combination of NL = 3 Lorenzians and NG = 3 Gaussians, which can be

transformed analytically, and is appropriate for both low and high scattering angles,

which is written as

fe(q) =

NL
∑

i=1

ai
q2 + bi

+

NG
∑

i=1

ci exp(−di q
2) (2.1)

with the individual coefficients ai, bi, ci and di listed in (Kirkland, 1998).

Scattering of an electron wave 1

The time-independent Schrödinger equation for an electron wave function of three di-

mensional coordinates Ψe(x, y, z) in an electrostatic potential V (x, y, z) writes as

[

− ~
2

2m
∇2 − e V (x, y, z)

]

Ψe(x, y, z) = EΨe(x, y, z)

with e the electron charge, E the kinetic energy of the electron and e V (x, y, z) the

potential energy of the electron within the crystalline structure (cf. figure 2.2a). As

the incident electron shows a kinetic energy due to its high acceleration voltage of

80 kV to 300 kV much higher than gained or loosed within the specimen, the specimen

results only in a small perturbation of the electron wave function (cf. figure 2.2b). The

scattering process is therefore well described by a propagating plane wave in (forward)

z-direction and a contribution to the wave function only slightly varying in z, such as

Ψe(x, y, z) = Ψ(x, y, z) exp(2πiz/λ).

The Schrödinger equation can be written for this simplification of slightly varying z to

[

∇2
xy +

4πi

λ

∂

∂z
+

2meV (x, y, z)

~2

]

Ψ(x, y, z) = 0

1This section is a summary of the statements and derivations of Kirkland (Kirkland, 1998).
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with the assumption that a high energy electrons are mainly scattered in forward direc-

tion, Ψ changes slowly and λ is small. This differential equation for the resulting wave

functions writes as

∂Ψ(x, y, z)

∂z
=

[

iλ

4π
∇2

xy + i
2meλ

4π~2
V (x, y, z)

]

Ψ(x, y, z)

=

[

iλ

4π
∇2

xy + iσV (x, y, z)

]

Ψ(x, y, z)

with the interaction parameter σ = 2πmeλ/h2. Integration of this partial differential from

z to z +∆z yields for a small slice of the specimen ∆z

Ψ(x, y, z +∆z) = exp

[

iλ

4π
∆z∇2

xy + iσv∆z(x, y, z)

]

Ψ(x, y, z)

with

v∆z(x, y, z) =

∫ z+∆z

z

V (x, y, z′)dz′

the projected potential between z and z + ∆z. By Taylor series expansion up to first

order in z of the exponentials, one yields the multislice solution (cf. figure 2.2b)

Ψ(x, y, z +∆z) = exp(
iλ∆z

4π
∇2

xy) exp[iσv∆z(x, y, z)]Ψ(x, y, z) +O(∆z2)

= p(x, y,∆z)⊗ [t(x, y, z)Ψ(x, y, z)] +O(∆z2) (2.2)

with the propagator function2

exp(
iλ∆z

4π
∇2

xy) = p(x, y,∆z)⊗ . (2.3)

Detailed explanation of the power series expansion leads to

p(x, y,∆z) =
1

iλ∆z
exp

[

iπ

λ∆z
(x2 + y2)

]

and the transmission function

t(x, y, z) = exp

(

iσ

∫ z+∆z

z

V (x, y, z′) dz′
)

. (2.4)

The multislice formulation by the equations (2.2) to (2.4) is ideal for any case of speci-

men especially non-regular ones and is implemented within several algorithms (Stadel-

mann, 1987; Kirkland, 1998; Chuvilin and Kaiser, 2005; Dwyer, 2005). The Bloch-

2 ⊗ refers to the convolution in real space which corresponds to a multiplication in reciprocal space and
is meant to represent an operator onto the right side of the symbol.
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wave calculation approach is only applicable for purely regular specimens, i.e. periodic

crystalline structures, due to the expansion of the specimen potential into a three-

dimensional Fourier series.

Kinematic and dynamic scattering

The kinematical approach is used for ultra-thin, low-atomic-weight specimens where

single electron scattering takes place. Multiple coherent scattering referres to dynami-

cal scattering effects.

The weak-phase object approximation (cf. later section 2.1.4) can be extended by

Fresnel diffraction due to thickness dependence of the specimen taking into account

the curvature of the Ewald sphere3 (Howie, 1971) leading to a diffracted wave Ψg.

The interaction of waves within thicker areas is approximated by the two-beam

case described by the Howie-Whelan equations (Howie and Whelan, 1961)

dΨg

dz
=

π i

ξg
Ψ0e

−2πisgz +
π i

ξ0
Ψg

dΨ0

dz
=

π i

ξ0
Ψ0 +

π i

ξ0
Ψge

−2πisgz
(2.5)

differential equations similar to a coupled pendulum. Solving the coupled equations

(2.5) leads to the final beam intensity (“Pendellösung”)

|Ψg|2 =

(

πt

ξg

)2
sin2(π t seff)

(π t seff)2

T = 1−R = |Ψ2
0| = 1− |Ψg|2

(2.6)

with the effective excitation error seff =
√

s2 + 1
ξ2g

(Williams and Carter, 2009, part 2)

for transmission T and reflection R. For the case of zero excitation error s = 0, i.e.

exact Bragg condition, equation (2.6) simplifies to R = sin2(πt/ξg) indicating that the

intensity is oscillating with thickness t and monotonically changing for t ≤ ξg. This

effect is observable as bending and thickness contours within crystalline materials.

Hence, the characteristic length for diffraction is the “extinction length” ξg

ξg =
πVc cos θB

λFg

,

which depends on lattice parameters by Vc, the atomic number by Fg = F (θ) for re-

3The Ewald sphere is a construction of the 3D lattice structure in reciprocal space. It shows a radius that
is equal the reciprocal wavelength and is used to estimate for which lattice planes the Bragg condition
is met (cf. details (Spence, 2003)).
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flection vector ~g at Bragg angle θB and the high-voltage by λ. The extinction length

at g = 111 is ξ111 = 60.2nm for Si, for diamond 47.6nm and gold 18.3nm at 100 kV

(Reimer, 1997).

2.1.4 The image forming lense

Kinematic scattering with a plane incident electron wave given by Ψ(r) = 1, where r =

(x, y) is a two-dimensional vector in the object plane. While transmitting a thin object

the incident plane wave experiences a pure phase shift expressed by exp(−iΦ(r)), but

no change in amplitude. This phase modulation is determined by the object function

Φ(r) depending on the position and the electrostatic potential V (r, z) projected along

the direction of the incident electron beam ~ez

Φ(r) =
π

λU

∫

V (r, z)dzt0 =
π

λU
Vt(r) = σVt(r) ;

with U the accelerating voltage of the microscope, t the specimen thickness and λ the

relativistic wavelength of the electron

λ = 2π~

(

2m0eU

[

1 +
eU

2m0c2

])

−
1

2

,

which is for an acceleration voltage of 80 kV calculated to 4.34pm and is approximately

twice the value for 20 kV of 8.67pm. The elementary charge is denoted by e, the elec-

tron rest mass by m0, and the vacuum speed of light by c0.

In TEM, the formation of contrast can be attributed to incoherent and coherent ef-

fects. Theory of incoherent imaging shows that highly scattered electrons are removed

from any image contribution and such areas appear dark. Such an intensity absorb-

ing effect is commonly written as an absorption coefficient. However, as far as the

resolution reaches the coherence length of an electron source, this incoherent contri-

bution does not hold true any more, but phase contrast becomes the dominant contri-

bution. With the transmittance and absorption included in a complex phase coefficient

Φ = ΦR− iΦI , the wave is written then as (Ψi refers to the wave in the image-plane and

Ψe to the exit-plane)

Ψi = Ψee
−iΦ(r) = Ψee

−iΦR(r)e−ΦI(r).

This leads to a final intensity of
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I = 1 + 2ΦR(x, y)⊗F(A(u, v) sinχ(u, v))

−2ΦI(x, y)⊗F(A(u, v) cosχ(u, v)).
(2.7)

For low-resolution regimes only the lower part of this formula plays a dominant

role, related to amplitude contrast mainly relevant for biological samples. However,

Fresnel fringes, lattice fringes and single-atom phase contrast imaging is described by

the upper part of the formula.

For a weak phase object, i.e. Φ � 1, the exponential phase shift can be Taylor

series expanded to exp(−iΦ(r)) ≈ 1 − iΦ(r). The resulting exit-plane wave can be

written as the product of the incident electron wave Ψinc(r) = 1 and the induced phase

shift, yielding

Ψ
(wp)
i (r) = 1− iΦ(r)

known as the ´weak phase object approximation´.

Fourier optics

Each scattered beam is brought together by the objective lense in the diffraction plane

to form a diffraction pattern (cf. figure 2.2c), similar to an observation point at infinity

(Fraunhofer diffraction). Thus, the waveform in the back-focal plane Ψbfp(q) can be

written as the Fourier transform denoted by F of the wave function at the exit-plane of

the specimen Ψbfp(q) = FΨe(r) = Ψe(q) at spatial frequency q. The final wave function

in the image plane, furthermore, is described by the inverse Fourier transform denoted

by F−1 of the wave function at the exit plane and a complex transfer function T (r)

describing the imaging characteristics of the microscope

Ψi(r) = F−1[Ψe(q)T (q)] = Ψe(r)⊗ T (r).

In the case of weak phase approximation the complex wave function in the image

plane results to

Ψ(r) = 1 + Φ(r)⊗ =[T (r)]− iΦ(r)⊗ <[T (r)].

The observable intensity results, while neglecting quadratic terms in Φ(r), to

I(r) = |Ψi(r)|2 = Ψi(r)Ψ̄i(r) = 1 + 2(Φ(r)⊗ =[T (r)]).

Based on the linear imaging model the final intensity I(r) is composed of the convo-

lution of the image intensity with the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the instrument.

Using the Fourier convolution theorem this can be written in reciprocal space as the
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product of the Fourier transforms of each, whereas the PSF is transformed into the

transfer function T (q). Identifying this relationship with the equations above shows that

=[T (r)], i.e F=[T (r)] = =[T (q)] = PCTF (q), is related to the phase contrast transfer

function (PCTF), which determines how each spatial frequency q of the exit-plane wave

is transferred to the image plane as an intensity modulation. In conclusion, the PCTF

is the imaginary component of the Fourier transformed PSF.

Phase contrast transfer function (PCTF)

As the objective lense is not an ideal lense, it induces errors on the final image by

small shift of relative phases of individual frequency components. These phase shifts

Φ(q) = 2π
λ
χ(q) are expressed by the lense or wave aberration function χ(q), which can

be written for conventional electron microscopes 4 as

χ(~q) = χ(q) =
1

2
q2λ2C1 +

1

4
q4 λ4C3 ;

C1 represents defocus and C3 the spherical aberration of third-order. This yields the

coherent contrast transfer function

PCTF(q) = = [exp(−iΦ(q))]

= sin(−π(q2λC1 −
1

2
q4λ3C3))

= sin(−π

λ
(θ2C1 +

1

2
θ4C3)) ;

(2.8)

the latter equation is obtained for small scattering angles

θ ≈ qλ . (2.9)

The recorded intensity is then obtained by

I(r) = |F(Ψe(q) · PCTF (q))|2 . (2.10)

2.1.4.1 Partial temporal coherence

The damping envelope function due to partial temporal coherence Et(q) is essentially

caused by the chromatic aberration of the objective lens and the finite energy spread

4This is still valid for aberration corrected microscopes, but higher order aberrations have to be consid-
ered within the wave aberration function (2.19) as discussed later in section 2.1.5.
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of the electrons emitted by the electron source. It is described by

Et(q) = exp

(

−2π2∆C2
1

λ2

(

∂χ

∂C1

)2
)

(2.11)

with the chromatic defocus spread

∆C1 = Cc

√

(

∆U

U0

)2

+ 4

(

∆I

I0

)2

+

(

∆Erms

E0

)2

(2.12)

with Cc the constant of chromatic aberration, which is for microscopes in the range of

the focal length of the objective lens and approximately 1.4mm, ∆U/U is the instability

of the high tension U (high tension ripple), ∆I/I instability of the lens current, E0

primary electron energy given by eU , and ∆Erms the root-mean-square energy spread

by the electron beam, which is related to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the

energy spread ∆E by ∆E = 2
√
2 ln 2∆Erms ≈ 2.355∆Erms.

2.1.4.2 Spatial coherence

Due to the finite size of the electron source, the beam emanating from the cathode

forms a cone with semi-angle α (cf. section 2.1.1) resulting in a superposition of partial

waves each with a slightly different illumination angle damping high spatial frequencies

within the resulting image. This loss of coherent image information is described by the

spatial envelope function

Es(q) = exp

(

−π2α2

λ2
[∇χ(q)]2

)

, (2.13)

which depends on the gradient of the wave aberration function χ(q). For aberration

corrected microscopes the influence of the spatial envelope is negligible due to the

small Cs and small focus C1 (Erni, 2010).

2.1.4.3 Point-to-point resolution

The point resolution is obtained by setting the phase contrast transfer function to the

first zero assuming Scherzer focus, hence obtaining

ρr ≈ 0.66(C3λ
3)

1

4 . (2.14)

which represents the smallest distance in an image which is directly interpretable.
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2.1.4.4 Information limit

In uncorrected, high-voltage electron microscopes the stability resolution limit may oc-

cur at lower spatial frequencies than the aforementioned point resolution limit. For cor-

rected microscopes it reflects the highest spatial frequency that can contribute to an

image. This information transfer is related to the electronic instabilities and is defined

as

ρt =

(

π∆C1λ

2

)
1

2

. (2.15)

Recently, Haider et al. have proved a method to discriminate between the origins

of instabilities by the Young’s fringe method for untilted (lense instabilities described

by focus spread) and for a tilted illumination (microscope instabilities described by im-

age spread) proving the achromatic rings to be the support of the Cc defining transfer

(Haider et al., 2010).

2.1.4.5 Optimum focus conditions

Several optimum conditions exist with respect to certain conditions as outlined in the

following:

• The Scherzer focus for a conventional TEM

C1,Scherzer = −
√

4

3
λC3 (2.16)

optimizes for maximum point-to-point resolution (cf. eq. (2.14) on page 22).

• Lichte defocus of least confusion

C1,Lichte = −3

4
Csλ

2g2max (2.17)

with the information limit in equation (2.15) at frequency gmax.

• Lentzen focus optimizing for high phase contrast (Scherzer) and reduced delo-

calisation (Lichte) obtaining

C1,Lentzen = −16

9

1

λg2max

, Cs,Lentzen =
64

27

1

λ3g4max

. (2.18)

In figure 2.2 the mentioned conditions are illustrated for an acceleration voltage

of 80 kV and a spherical aberration of Cs = 2 µm. The information limit is calculated

by an energy resolution of ∆E = 0.7eV, a chromatic aberration of Cc = 1.4mm, a
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high-tension ripple of ∆U/U = 0.77× 10
−6 and an instability of the lense current of

∆I/I = 0.5× 10
−6 leading to a focus spread of ∆C1 = 5.8nm and an information limit

of ρt = gmax = 0.18nm (cf. section 2.1.4.4).

2.1.5 Aberrations and aberration correctors

An ideal lense focuses all rays precisely into one focal point. In contrast, real lenses

consist of small deviations of material composition and surface structure in light op-

tics and inhomogeneities of the magnetic field in electron microscopy, which leads to

deviations in the ray paths so-called aberrated rays. Based on the very first formula-

tions in light optics by Seidel the five third order geometrical aberrations are classified

into spherical aberration, coma, field astigmatism, field curvature and distortion. For

a larger distance from the optic axis rays cross for spherical aberration the optic axis

before the focal point, whereas rays nearer to the axis are focused behind (cf. figure

2.3a). For coma a discrepancy in focus for rays entering the lense with an inclination

to the optic axis is observed. In contrast to these monochromatic aberrations, chro-

matic aberration describes the dependence of different focal points with respect to the

wavelength or energy of individual rays. In electron optics there exist overall eight aber-

rations up to third order due to the magnetic field (cf. figure 2.3b). Aberrations affect-

ing all points within the object plane in the same manner are called axial aberrations,

whereas affecting each differently are called off-axial. If all relevant aberrations would

be axial only, each point image would possess in the image plane the same transfer

function and thus the same resolution, which is called the isoplanatic approximation.

If off-axial aberrations are present, the number of equally well resolved image points

along the diameter of the image defines the obtainable field of view. As in HRTEM

large magnifications are used, the field of view in the order of 100nm is comparably

small to a bore diameter of the objective lens of 2mm to 3mm, thus, in most cases it

can be assumed that a HRTEM image is affected by the same resolution as the central

point of the object plane (Erni, 2010).

Off-axial aberrations can be minimized by matching the coma-free point, which

relates to be precise only to the radial component of B31 (Rose, 1999), whereas the

azimuthal component is not influenced (Rose, 1990; Krivanek et al., 2009). Never-

theless, reducing the dominant off-axial aberration, i.e. B31, increases the number of

equally well resolved points and thus the field-of-view. This partly resolved issue re-

sults in a so-called semi-aplanatic microscope, in contrast to an aplanatic instrument

when third-order off-axial coma would be entirely corrected.
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Figure 2.3: Aberration correction in the TEM: (a) the larger the spherical aberration Cs, the
more the focal points F1,2 vary with the distance of the ray entering the lense reducing the un-
aberrated opening angle α; (b) Zernicke polynomials for magnetic lenses up to seventh order
indicating its angular and radial dependence (from (Erni, 2010)); (c) typical Zemlin tableau dur-
ing an aberration correction tuning procedure to measure C1 and A1 within each diffractogram
at an individual tilt angle (from (Uhlemann and Haider, 1998)); (d) field ray uγ and axial ray
uα passing the lense configuration of a CEOS CETCOR image aberration corrector consisting
of two hexapoles HP1,2 as well as the two transfer doublets TL11,12 and TL21,22 each rep-
resenting a 2f zoom system based on the focal strength f of the transfer lense (from (Erni,
2010)).
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How an aberration corrector works physically

Despite coma, field astigmatism, field curvature and distortion, spherical aberration is

the only Seidel aberration on the optical axis, and is thus the main limiting aberration,

which is unavoidable. This is related to the three aspects related to a round electron

lense expressed by Scherzer (Scherzer, 1949) that the electromagnetic fields are free

of space charges, the fields are stationary and rotationally symmetric. As Scherzer

pointed out (Scherzer, 1947), the violation of one of these aspects would lead to a fea-

sible solution to compensate for spherical aberration. After forty years of trial and error

(cf. the reviews of (Hawkes, 2001; Marko and Rose, 2010)) the spherical aberration

is counterbalanced by non-round optical elements such as multi-pole lenses (Rose,

1990; Haider et al., 1998).

A magnetic multipole element of multiplicity 2m (m = 2, 3, 4, ...) consists of 2m

magnetic poles azimuthally equally arranged around the optical axis with m alternating

polarities (for a quadrupole m = 2, hexapole m = 3, octupole m = 4 and dodecapole

m = 6) (cf. the following paragraphs (Erni, 2010)). Hence, a multi-pole lense of multi-

plicity 2m shows a N = m symmetry of the magnetic field and induces an aberration of

order n = m− 1. Furthermore, each multi-pole introduces m-fold astigmatism Am−1; a

hexapole element (m = 3) introduces an aberration of order n = m − 1 = 2 and sym-

metry N = m = 3 (three-fold astigmatism A2), and a quadrupole element introduces

two-fold astigmatism A1. Therefore, quadrupoles and hexapoles can be used then to

counterbalance two-fold and three-fold astigmatism.

Any optical element which generates astigmatism and hence can be used for its

correction is called a stigmator. As Krivanek (Krivanek et al., 2009) has shown, the

induced m-fold astigmatism increases with the length of the 2m-pole element, the

strength of the magnetic field, the diameter of the beam within the element and with

decreasing electron energy. Though a weak (single) quadrupole can be in principle

used as a stigmator for two-fold astigmatism, it is related to the implicit focusing prop-

erty of a magnetic field that instead a total of four quadrupoles are commonly used

for flexibility. Due to the symmetry of the quadrupole field, two perpendicular axis of

induced Lorentz forces exist, while one focuses the electron towards the optical axis

transforming a point into a line focus, the other deflects it away from the optical axis.

Hence, at least two quadrupoles with perpendicular focusing actions are necessary to

form a stigmatic focal point.

In contrast to round magnetic lenses, quadrupoles and hexapoles do not influence

paraxial trajectories; combining two hexapole lenses, however, can compensate for

spherical aberration. Two electrons entering an hexapole field with the same distance

from the optical axis, but on opposite sides, experience both a force into the same
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direction. As the distance from the optical axis of one electron increases, it experiences

a stronger magnetic field going through a second hexapole, while the distance of the

other is reduced and experiences a less strong field. Thus, the two electrons diverge

while going through two hexapoles in a row and as this effect is irrespective of the

orientation of the primary axis and thus isotropic, it reflects the third-order focusing

effect: the negative spherical aberration.

This negative spherical aberration obtained by a strong couple of hexapole fields

can be used to compensate for the prominent (axial) positive spherical aberration of

a round lense and is thus the main component of an aberration corrector (cf. figure

2.3c). However, hexapole fields induce inherently a large amount of threefold astigma-

tism A2 and secondary aberrations such as fourth-order three-lobe aberration D4 and

six-fold astigmatism A5, which need to be fully compensated for dedicated operation.

Nevertheless, achieving a crossover within a hexapole pertains the negative spheri-

cal aberration, but enables to annul the three-fold astigmatism contribution due to its

odd symmetry. This required crossover is achieved by a transfer doublet composed

of two round lenses between the objective lens and the first hexapole, thus, imaging

the coma-free point of the objective lense right into the first magnetic hexapole field.

Then the second transfer doublet behaves accordingly, imaging the first hexapole into

the second. These six elements (two hexapoles for the spherical aberration and two

by two lenses for the transfer doublets minimizing residual aberrations) form the funda-

mental and thus called strong elements of an hexapole aberration corrector. Due to the

special orientation of the two hexapoles, the second order aberrations are eliminated.

Furthermore, the transfer doublets introduce further flexibility to account for small ray

path misalignments.

Geometrical resolution limit

As the aberration function describes the difference in path length of an electron passing

through the lense at an arbitrary distance ω 6= 0 with respect to an electron traveling

along the optical axis, one can estimate the corresponding phase shift by Φ(ω) =
2π
λ
χ(ω) and the wave aberration function (Uhlemann and Haider, 1998)

χ(ω) = <(1
2
C1 ω ω̄ +

1

2
A1 ω̄

2 +B2 ω
2 ω̄ +

1

3
A2 ω̄

3

+
1

4
C3 (ω ω̄)2 + S3 ω

3 ω̄ +
1

4
A3 ω̄

4

+B4 ω
3 ω̄2 +D4 ω

4 ω̄ +
1

5
A4 ω̄

5)

(2.19)

(< calculates the real part of a complex variable; C1 defocus, A1 two-fold astigmatism,
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B2 axial coma, A2 three-fold astigmatism, C3 spherical aberration, S3 star aberration,

A3 four-fold astigmatism, B4 axial coma, D4 three-lobe aberration, A4 five-fold astigma-

tism) up to 4th order as a function of the complex illumination angle ω, which modulus

|ω| = |θx + iθy| = θ (cf. eq. (2.9)) represents the inclination angle of an electron trajec-

tory with respect to the optical axis in the complex object plane. The resolving power of

an optical system can be estimated by Lord Rayleigh’s analysis, by the smallest value

|ω| for which the aberration function is equal to λ/4. However, in electron optics this

rough criterion is superposed by the more strict λ/8 criterion, requiring a phase shift

of |Φ| ≤ π/4, which is used to define upper limits of individual aberration coefficients

(Uhlemann and Haider, 1998; Erni, 2010).

Aberration measurement by Zemlin tableaux

The Zemlin-tableau was formerly introduced to reduce the axial coma in conventional

HRTEM (Zemlin et al., 1978) and is nowadays a well established technique to access

relevant geometrical axial aberrations for aberration corrected microscopy (Uhlemann

and Haider, 1998). Whereas the position of the object point does not affect axial aber-

rations and leads to a single and isotropic contrast transfer, a tilted illumination however,

affects the coherent contrast transfer and results to a tilt dependent diffractogram/power

spectrum (cf. figure 2.3b). Such a power spectrum is obtained by calculation of a fast

Fourier transform, representing a two-dimensional representation of the modulus of the

phase contrast transfer function and showing concentric, elliptical or hyperbolic rings,

called Thon rings (Thon, 1966). These rings originate from the oscillating behavior of

the phase contrast transfer function and indicates as the sinks correspond to the zeros

of the transfer function, the magnitude of spherical aberration and focus.

For zero two-fold astigmatism, the Thon rings show up as concentric rings for a

focus f̄ , however, non-zero astigmatism is represented by two different defoci f1,2 on

the two perpendicular major axis. The resulting defocus at polar angle θ is related to

the major axis orientation φ of the astigmatism with amplitude A1 by the relation (Mallick

et al., 2005)

f =
f1 + f2

2
+

f1 − f2
2

sin(2θ − 2φ)

= f̄ + A1 sin(2θ − 2φ) .
(2.20)

Writing parts of equation (2.19) in the form of orthogonal Zernicke polynomials leads

to the equivalent form (Wyant and Creath, 1992)
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χ(ω) = |ω|2 (2 f̄ − 6C3 ±
√

A2
x + A2

y (focus)

±2|ω|2
√

A2
x + A2

y cos
2

(

2 θ − tan−1

(

Ax

Ay

))

(astigmatism)

+6|ω|C3 (spherical aberration)

(2.21)

leading to

A1 =
√

A2
x + A2

y

2φ = tan−1

[

Ay

Ax

]

,
(2.22)

whereas the second line of equation (2.21) can be de-coupled by the mathematical

relation

a cosα + b sinα =
√
a2 + b2 cos

(

α− tan−1

[

b

a

])

. (2.23)

Nevertheless, it is only possible to extract the symmetric aberrations C1, A1 and C3 (cf.

the dependence of ω in eq. (2.19)) from the Thon-rings of a single diffractogram and

no other aberration coefficients in addition (Erni, 2010).

Therefore, a series of diffractograms is recorded with constant illumination but

changing azimuth (Zemlin-tableau). Whereas the central diffractogram shows con-

centric Thon rings, if corrected for A1, the others show a dependence in amplitude or

orientation with respect to individual axial aberration coefficients. Acquiring an image

with a beam tilt of τ expressed in complex coordinates of ω the aberration function

changes from χ(ω) for the untilted case to χ(ω + τ) for the tilted case. For the diffrac-

togram analysis the even part of the aberration function under tilted illumination which

can be written as (Uhlemann and Haider, 1998)

χ+(ω, τ) =
1

2
χ(ω + τ) +

1

2
χ(−ω + τ)− χ(τ)

is evaluated by measuring the effective defocus C̃1 and two-fold astigmatism Ã1 (with

the tilde indicating the aberration coefficient under tilted illumination, instead of the real

defocus and two-fold astigmatism) (Uhlemann and Haider, 1998)

C̃1(τ) = C1 + 4<(τB2) + 2τ τ̄C3 + 6<(τ 2S3)

+12<(τ 2τ̄B4) + 8<(τ 3D4) + 3(τ τ̄ )2C5 ,

Ã1(τ) = A1 + 2τB̄2 + 2τ̄A2 + τ 2C3 + 6τ τ̄ S̄3 + 3τ̄ 2A3

+2τ 3B4 + 6τ 2τ̄ B̄4 + 12τ τ̄ 2D4 + 4τ̄ 3A4 + 2τ 3τ̄C5 + 5τ̄ 4A5 .
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Each diffractogram with a tilted illumination provides one set of equations for C̃1 and

Ã1, and with an enumerable amount of diffractograms it is possible to calculate all

axial aberration coefficients by a regression analysis. The best fit provides the axial

aberration coefficients and finally a fully corrected microscope.

Measurement of C1 and A1

Despite the commercial package for the CEOS correctors, the ATLAS software de-

scribes a recent alternative, which is published in (Barthel, 2007). Its name originates

from the database of different aberrated phase-plates which are stored and recalled for

evaluation.

In general, the astigmatism angle can be estimated by rotational cross-correlation

(Saxton, 1978; Frank, 1996). Two images are described by l radial and m azimuthal

samples on a polar coordinate grid ∆r by

fi(l∆r,m∆φ); l = 1 . . . L;m = 1 . . .M ; i = 1, 2.

The cross-correlational coefficient is based on angular weights w(l) (commonly set to

unity)

C(k) =

l2
∑

l=l1

w(l)c(l, k)l∆r

with

c(l, k) =

M−1
∑

m′=0

F1(l∆r,m′∆φ′)F ∗

2 (l∆r,m′∆φ′)∆φ′ exp(2πi(m′∆φ′∆φ)) .

(2.24)

In order to determine the precise position of a cross-correlation peak, peak search

algorithms are used which search the nearest neighbor of all pixels and listing in de-

scending order; most widely used are centre of gravity and parabolic fit approaches

(Frank, 1996).

In order to automate and increase the throughput in cryoEM packages, packages

like ACE have been developed using edge detection and elliptical averaging to detect

astigmatism and measure defocus (Mallick et al., 2005). In contrast to former ap-

proaches which have been neglecting astigmatism and concentrated on defocus only,

this was the first attempt to incorporate astigmatism detection in an automatic way.

Generally focus and Cs are estimated from a rotationally averaged diffractogram by

plotting the number of the CTF zero by q2 obtaining abscissa and slope respectively

by linear regression (Spence, 2003). Parametric spectral estimation models are used

by 2D auto-regressive moving average models (ARMA) reducing the model order and
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thus the computation time (Velázquez-Muriel et al., 2003).

In biological electron tomography CTF detection is as well used as a post-

processing step in order to deconvolute it from the acquired image, in order to obtain

real contrast due to the large defocused images and thus highly oscillating CTF (Ludtke

et al., 1999; Sorzano et al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2009). However, for these applications

astigmatism detection is mostly ignored, as it is primarily corrected before acquisition.

2.1.6 Signal recording

The electron noise

Whereas the recording device shows sources of noise itself (cf. next paragraph), the

electrons impart noise characteristics by the magnitude of their beam current and

obeys a Poisson process. This results in different dose rates (number of electrons

per image area and time) and different statistical contributions leading to a grainy ap-

pearance of an electron image.

The signal within an image is described by contrast c measured by

c =
Ivacuum − Istructure

Ivacuum
= 1− Istructure

Ivacuum
, (2.25)

which describes the ratio between the intensity Ivacuum, structure of the respective position

within the structure and the vacuum; due to the chosen position contrast is implicitly

dependent on resolution. A measure of the statistical nature of the noise in the electron

image is provided by the standard deviation σ, which writes to
√
N for Poisson statistics

with a mean number µ of N electrons per image element. The signal-to-noise-ratio

(SNR) is defined by

SNR =
µ

σ
(2.26)

results then to SNR = N/
√
N =

√
N (Spence, 2003). Rose has estimated a required

SNR of 5 due to the perceptual properties of the human eye, which is of course de-

pending on the observer (Rose, 1948). The necessary dose n0 to image a structure at

a specific contrast can be estimated by

n0 > SNR2/(fc2d2) (2.27)

for a pixel size d; the only left over value, which is commonly estimated to f = 0.95,

describes the ratio of electrons contributing to the forward scattering and thus to the

background in bright-field imaging (Spence, 2003). Generally, this relation shows that

for a given dose, which destroys the sample, the maximum achievable resolution is
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fixed for a given SNR. For special cases, e.g. in single molecule averaging for biological

tomography, this can be partly overcome by averaging several frames.

Simulation of noise characteristics is generally performed by adding a noisy image

onto a “clean” image and is hence referred to as additive noise. The clean image

is based on the exit wave reconstruction with included PCTF, whereas the incident

wave (the vacuum) is normalized to one. The noisy image is obtained by the following

procedure

Inoisy = Iclean + Irandom
Max(Iclean)− 1

σ · SNR
(2.28)

with Max(Iclean) referring to the maximum intensity, and hence with Max(Iclean) − 1

referring to the contrast in the initial image (Malac et al., 2008). The random image is

generated before by a Gaussian noise distribution and normalized by σ the standard

deviation of the noisy image and a weight of SNR = 5 corresponding to the contrast

definition in eq. (2.25).

Recording device

Today (negative) films are displaced by digital cameras to record images due to flexi-

bility issues. A camera consists of a phosphor and scintillator converting the impinging

electrons to photons, which are transmitted by the attached fibre optics onto the de-

tector chip and converted into an electron signal. Nowadays, either a charged-coupled

device (CCD), for which Charles K. Kao, Willard S. Boyle and George E. Smith gained

the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2009, or a metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) device is

used to record the signal. Recent developments show first results in single electron de-

tection due to enhanced detector chips and fibre-couplings leading to improved noise

characteristics.

A CCD sensor consists of an array of silicon-based photodiodes and shift registers.

Each of the photodiodes accumulates electrons within photoreactive regions, which are

transferred by control circuits from one potential well to an other in a series, amplified

and afterwards digitized. In contrast, CMOS devices, called active pixel sensors, are

sandwiched with an image array and a pixelwise amplifier which results in much lower

readout time and higher noise immunity.

The performance of the phosphor or scintillator is described by the gain written

as the ratio between the number of counts on the camera and the incident electron

dose g = Ic/de. The gain (also known as conversion rate) is related to the acceleration

voltage of the microscope determining the kinetic energy of the impinging electrons

and to the thickness of phosphor determining the amount of multiple scattering itself.

The resolution of a camera describing the attenuation of image contrast with spatial
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frequency is characterized by the modulation transfer function (MTF) representing the

Fourier transform of the point spread function. Ideally, a single electron impinging on

the detector is smeared out by scattering within the phosphor and coupling of the fibre

optics. Experimentally, the MTF can be measured by various methods, such as the

sine wave method, the holographic fringe method and the edge method. Whereas

the first and the second method lack practical feasibility, the edge method is most

commonly used. However, the required differentiation is prone to noise and is tried to

be overcome by averaging (Meyer et al., 2000). In contrast, the noise transfer function

(NTF) describes the spatial frequency-dependent attenuation of the Poisson noise.

In general, the NTF is larger than the MTF at high frequencies and can be used to

calculate the DQE written as

DQE(ω) =
SNRout

SNRin
= g2MTF2(ω)

NPSin(ω)

NPSout(ω)
.

It is used to evaluate the noise performance of the camera to separate an image detail

from noise (Meyer et al., 2000). In addition to the quantum noise (shot noise) of the

electron beam itself three further contributions originate solely by the recording device

itself: Poisson distributed dark current and conversion noise, Gaussian read-out noise

and Fano electron-hole pair production noise (Spence, 2003). The DQE is dose de-

pendent and reaches unity only, if every single electron is detected and an ideal PSF

is obtained.

The contrast reduction at high spatial frequencies due to the MTF is eased by

choosing higher magnifications and usage of binning, which combines adjacent pixels

(Sherman et al., 1996). This results, e.g. for a 2k x 2k camera, thus effectively acting

as a 1k x 1k camera, in a better performance in the MTF by a factor of ∼ 4 and ∼ 2.5

for the NTF (Meyer et al., 2000). Furthermore, the signal at half Nyquist frequency is

prone to aliasing, thus, it is recommended to work at two-third of half-Nyquist to omit

this (Sherman et al., 1996).

2.2 Electron Tomography

Tomography comprises several steps which are necessary to obtain from a projected

object a virtual three-dimensional representation of the object. Based on the initial work

of Allan M. Cormack and Godfrey N. Hounsfield, who gained the Nobel Prize in Physi-

ology or Medicine in 1979, tomography is today present in various fields of application,

e.g. positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance tomography, x-ray tomogra-

phy and electron tomography, accessing information with different scales of resolution.
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Electron tomography, which achieved the Nobel prize by Aaron Klug in 1982, comprises

the scanning electron microscope with its focused ion beam slicing and the (S)TEM.

The latter aims a resolution of 1 nm in 3D and hence requires special methods for such

a high resolution. Tomography in the TEM is carried out in the parallel geometry illu-

minating the specimen in a constant direction while tilting the specimen. The overall

process is split into acquisition, alignment, reconstruction and visualization by binariza-

tion. Each step comprises different approaches, especially due to the fact that electron

tomography originates from biology. Biology aims to gain insight into macromolecu-

lar assemblies mainly composed of carbon-hydrogen compounds which are extremely

beam-sensitive, i.e. tolerating only a dose of 3e−/Å2. Thus, so-called low-dose pro-

tocols are necessary to minimize the dose consumption during acquisition of the tilt

series. The resulting tilt series needs to be corrected for any shifts between individ-

ual frames and aligned for a common tilt axis by cross-correlation and feature tracking

approaches. Various reconstruction techniques have been developed based on the

mathematical work of Johann Radon describing the solution of the inverse problem by

a Fourier transform. The obtained gray-scaled tomogram is transformed by applying

thresholds in order to gain a binary, i.e. two phased, volume which is presented by

visualization programs.

2.2.1 The projection theorem

The projection of an object is the summation of its density along a specified direction

(cf. for review (Kak and Slaney, 1999; Natterer and Wübbeling, 2001)). To solve the

inverse problem as to recover the original three-dimensional object only from its projec-

tions implies a monotonic requirement. Only this relates directly the projected intensity

to the density of the investigated object.

The projected intensity depends on the imaging process as well as the scatter-

ing characteristics of the electron with the atomic structure of the sample. Van Dyck

has reported at 200 kV acceleration voltage to use the extinction length for TEM (cf.

details on page 14 of section 2.1.3) as a quantitative measure to evaluate the fea-

sibility of a tomography experiment (Van Dyck et al., 2006). There, it is concluded

that a structure is appropriately investigated, if the intensity is varying only linearly, i.e.

monotonically, with respect to the oscillating intensity depending on the thickness and

extinction length. In contrast to this recent quantitative investigations, it is commonly

stated in a qualitative manner for crystalline materials that HAADF-STEM is superior

to bright-field TEM (Midgley et al., 2001; Kübel et al., 2005).
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2.2.2 Acquisition

The specimen is incorporated into a dedicated tomography specimen holder which en-

ables to tilt up to α = ±80◦ in contrast to ±30◦ as the side edges are partly removed

not to block the electron beam at high tilt. The holder is moved in x, y, z direction by

the stage, which is accessed electronically by the computational microscope control.

During acquisition of a tilt series the specimen is tilted by a specific tilt increment.

The specimen is set to eucentric height before tilt series acquisition by adjusting the

z-position. Thus, the x, y-movement of the specimen is minimized during tilting, as

otherwise large lateral movement would prevent the object to remain within the field of

view. After each tilt angle change the object has to be set again to the initial position

within the field of view referred to as tracking. As the stage shows an accuracy of sev-

eral hundred nanometres, the image is shifted by dedicated beam-coils in addition to

achieve a position accuracy of the object within several nanometres. However, none

of the hardware possibilities provides an accuracy of the pixel size, thus the remaining

inaccuracies need to be post-processed by software based alignment strategies. Fur-

thermore, the z-height is not accurate enough to keep the specimen always in focus

during tilting and the amount of discrepancy is related how exactly the eucentric height

was adjusted. This remaining difference is adjusted by objective lense focus and re-

ferred to as focusing. After adjusting the imaging conditions finally the image can be

acquired on the camera referred to as acquisition.

Low-dose protocols for beam-sensitive materials set up a protocol to adjust mag-

nifications (lowered for tracking for a better overview), dedicated illumination settings

with varying beam current and camera settings for tracking, focusing and acquisition.

In biological applications the pre-acquisition operations are processed on areas nearby

the region of interest in order to minimize the deposited dose; the beam is shifted with

dedicated beam coils to these areas.

2.2.3 Alignment

For tomography the highest precision in the alignment of a tilt series is desirable in order

to minimize remaining lateral shifts from the acquisition. The simplest assumption that

random translational alignment errors ∆x,∆y result in an averaged motif leading to a

(Gaussian) point-spread function with standard deviation σ of

E(∆x,∆y) = C exp(−∆x2 +∆y2

σ2
) . (2.29)
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Due to the resulting blurring, alignment errors lead to an attenuation of high-frequency

information and needs to be less than the aimed resolution (Frank and McEwen, 1992).

In order to align different projections it is aimed for an overall match of an motif

intrinsic within all projections. The cross-correlation function (CCF) of two images i1

and i2 is defined as

Φlm =
∑

j

∑

k

i1(j, k)i2(j + l, k +m)

= F−1(F(i1) · F∗(i2))

(2.30)

using the convolution theorem. i1(j, k) and i2(j, k) denote the intensity values of

the image at the point r = (xj , yk). If the two images show the same motif at different

positions r1 and r2 the CCF shows a peak at a position ∆r = r1 − r2. The distance of

the peak from the centre indicates the necessary shift −∆r which has to be applied to

bring the two motifs into overlap.

In general the aforementioned cross-correlation is used as a basic alignment ap-

proach which is further refined by fiducial alignment. Therefore small particles are

required to be distributed among the sample which are used as markers, which need

to be digitally registered and recognized on every tilt series image. Based on this reg-

istration the markers show a trajectory which is corrected for a tilt angle dependent

model trajectory. Practically, the hence calculated marker position ~yj (j = 1, . . . , s) is

projected onto the tilt series image i (i = 1, . . . , v) by ~pij indicating its deviation, which

is minimized by adjusting the markers within an iterative approach. Such a model in-

cludes effects of varying magnification and rotation because of non-constant objective

lense excitation during acquisition; this is described by

~pij = SiPAiM i~yj + ~di (2.31)

(~yj a three-coordinate j = 1, 2, 3 vector representing the coordinates of the markers; M

describes a 3x3 matrix accounting for magnification changes; A a 3 x 3 rotation matrix

describing the tilting process; P a 2x3 matrix describing the projection along z; S a

2 x 2 in-plane rotation of the image with respect to the coordinate system xm, ym; d a

2D-vector describing specimen translation and in-plane translation with respect to the

microscope coordinate system; pj are 2D-vectors describing the coordinates of the

projected fiducial markers in the digital image j).

The least-squares approach seeks to minimize the functional f =
∑

i,j (p
i′

j − pij)
2

defined by pi
′

j the measured values of pij (for the mathematical details it is referred to

(Lawrence, 1992)). This minimization problem results to 2s v equations and 5sv+3s−5

unknowns, which is underdetermined for s ≥ 3. Regularly 15 markers or more are used
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to ensure accuracy of the minimization procedure, which is checked by the residuals

eij = |pi′j − pij|.

2.2.4 Reconstruction algorithms

In the following paragraphs, the fundamentals of tomography and the most common

reconstruction algorithms are outlined, e.g. Inspect3D(TM), XMIPP (Marabini et al.,

1996; Sorzano et al., 2004), IMOD (Kremer et al., 1996; Mastronarde, 2008) and Spi-

der (Frank et al., 1996) mainly originating from biological electron tomography and

attributing to the respective needs. The following background explanations are based

on (Kak and Slaney, 1999; Natterer and Wübbeling, 2001).

Fundamentals of tomography reconstruction

For simplicity the entire three-dimensional object is represented by a single two-

dimensional slice and defined by f(x, y). The projection of an object is the summation

of its density along a specified direction (cf. figure 2.4)

x cos θ + y sin θ = t (2.32)

which is expressed as a line integral

(Rf)(θ, t) =

∫

(θ,t)line

f(x, y)ds

=

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

f(x, y)δ(x cos θ + y sin θ − t)dx dy

with the parameters (θ tilt angle/direction of projection and t ) and is denoted as the

Radon transform. More generally speaking

F (u, v) =

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

f(x, y)e−i 2π (u x+v y)dx dy

describes the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the object function and describes

a slice in the Fourier space. The Fourier Slice Theorem can be exemplified for v = 0

F (u, 0) =

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

f(x, y)e−i 2π uxdx dy

=

∫

∞

−∞

[
∫

∞

−∞

f(x, y)dy

]

e−i 2π u xdx

=

∫

∞

−∞

(Rf)(θ = 0, x) e−i 2π uxdx
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Figure 2.4: Projection and back-projection of reconstruction algorithms: (a) geometry of tomo-
graphic imaging forming a projection Pθ(t) from the two-dimensional object f(x, y) with spatial
coordinates x and y at positions t (cf. equation (2.32)) exemplified for two positions t1,2 at the
tilt angle θ (adopted from (Kak and Slaney, 1999)); (b) missing wedge artefact for different tilt
range and reconstruction algorithm from ±10

◦ to ±60
◦ (left row: phantom, middle row: direct

backprojection, right row: weighted backprojection) (from (Midgley and Weyland, 2003)).
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and is generally stated as (Radon, 1917)

The Fourier transform of a parallel projection of an image F (x, y) taken at an

angle θ gives a slice of the two-dimensional transform, F (u, v), subtending

an angle θ with the u-axis.

This indicates the inverse case that F (u, v) is obtained on radial lines by taking projec-

tions of an object function at the angles θ1, θ2, . . . , θk and Fourier transforming each of

those. Furthermore, the sampled function F (u, v) can be inverse Fourier transformed

in order to recover the object function then

f(x, y) =

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

F (u, v)e−i2π(u x+v y)du dv .

These one-dimensional Fourier transforms of the projections and two-dimensional in-

verse Fourier transforms are commonly calculated by fast Fourier transform algorithms

(FFT). However, this implies interpolation of the gained data on radial lines onto points

on a square grid. This leads to larger interpolation errors on high frequency data than

on low frequency data as the distance from a regular grid is much larger and results in

less reliable data for high resolution.

(Weighted) fourier based techniques

The Fourier slice Theorem results in a protocol for the reconstruction of the objective

function:

• measurement of the projection (Rf)(θ, t)

• Fourier transformation of each projection

• filtering (weighting) each by multiplication of 2π|ω|/K (Ram-Lak filter), cos(ω)

(cosinus filter), |ω| sin(ω)
πω

(Shepp-Logan filter)

• summation of the inverse Fourier transformations in the image plane (backpro-

jection)

This leads to the formalism of weighted backprojection reconstruction.

Algebraic based techniques

The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) (Gordon et al., 1970) is simply the

well-known Kaczmarc method from linear algebra to solve over- or underdetermined

linear systems (Natterer and Wübbeling, 2001, par. 5.1). The tomography problem
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to recover the object f from its n projections ~g (being the vector with its n projections

as components gj with j = 1 . . . n) is written by the projection operator R (the Radon

transform) as

Rf = g.

The iterative convergence to the optimal solution is described for a single projection j

by the following relation for the orthogonal projection Pj

Pjf = f +R∗

j (gj − Rj f)(RjR
∗

j )
−1 (2.33)

with ω > 0 (2.34)

P ω
j = (1− ω)I + ωPj, P ω = P ω

p . . . P ω
1 (2.35)

improving the initial or so far obtained object f by a modification, based on the dif-

ference of the original projection gj and the projected virtual object f as Rj f . This

correction is backprojected into 3D space after normalization of the projector and back-

projector contribution. This leads to the Kaczmarc method for iteration step k to solve

Rf = g by using the relation in eq. (2.35) as a new guess to the solution

fk+1 = P λfk

with the relaxation factor λ > 0 which scales the correction term in eq. (2.35), e.g. by

λ ≤ 0.5 or far less. This results in the specific ART procedure for iterations k = 1 . . . n

fk,j = fk,j−1 + λ
gj − ajf

k,j−1

‖ aj ‖2
aTj

= fk,j−1 + λR∗

jC
−1
j (gj −Rjf

k,j−1)

with RjR
∗

j = Cj, f
k,0 = fk, fk+1 = fk,p.

(2.36)

with aj ( j = 1 . . . p) the rows of R. The parameters are n the number of iterations and

λ relaxation factor. The Landweber SIRT reconstruction results for p = 1 and Cj = I

(Gilbert, 1972).

In order to apply constraints on 3D structures, Projection Onto Convex Sets

(POCS) has become most valuable and is available in tomography packages such

as XMIPP (Marabini et al., 1996; Sorzano et al., 2004). Such a set is comprised of

all structures that show zero density outside a given radius and is imposed on the re-

constructed volume. This set is applied in the manner of a mask in order to gain an

improved version in the sense more closely representing the true solution (Carazo and

Carrascosa, 1987). Within the frame of symbolic notation ~Pi denotes the operation of

projection onto set Ci, thus f ′ = ~Pif , and the iterative restoration process proceeds as
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f 1 = ~P1
~P2 . . . ~Pnf

0; f 2 = ~P1
~P2 . . . ~Pnf

1. Support based projectors represent a binary-

valued array with “1” for passing and “0” for blocking individual voxels which shows

to be quite powerful as far as a close to the real boundary estimate for the mask is

provided. Besides such value constraints, a measurement constraint by Euclidean dis-

tance calculation enforces the consistency of the solution with the known projections.

However, this requires practically an incorporation of an a priori known weighting to

minimize the effect of missing information and hinders a direct application in contrast

to a comparison of projections and reprojections (Frank, 1996).

Other reconstruction techniques

Based on the very mathematical principals of geometric tomography to describe the re-

construction of convex objects (Gardner, 2006), discrete tomography falls among this

general description for the recovery of planar convex sets from their integrals (Herman

and Kuba, 2007). Reconstruction algorithms are based on disjoint components, con-

vex programming, variational reconstruction and network flows. The latter has most

recently (Batenburg, 2006) shown to be of practical importance to reconstruct sev-

eral different phases within crystalline materials: such as ErSi2 nanocrystals in a SiC

matrix (Batenburg et al., 2009), phases of Zeotile structures (Bals et al., 2009), and

catalyst particles in bamboo-like carbon nanotubes (Bals et al., 2007). As this par-

ticular approach remains to be based on heuristic assumptions needed for the inher-

ent binarization at the intermediate reconstruction iterations, it is, however, not yet

straightforward for a wide application (Batenburg and Sijbers, 2009). However, it has

been shown as a proof of principle to access atomic resolution at gold particles with

atomically quantitative exit wave reconstructions for discrete tilt angles (Jinschek et al.,

2008). Furthermore, discrete ART (DART) enables to perform quantitative porosity

measurements on the nanoscale (Biermans et al., 2010).

2.2.5 Resolution

The basic resolution criterion of (Crowther et al., 1970; Bracewell and Riddle, 1967)

provides a basic estimate for the resolution d

d =
πD

n

in the reconstruction provided that an object of diameter D is sampled in Fourier space

by n number of projections. It comprises the experimental effects that with increasing

thickness the reconstructed intensity is stretched over a larger region, thus, the pro-
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vided information gets much more blurred. Furthermore, the more projections are ac-

quired the finer the reciprocal space is sampled and the information content increases

with enhanced resolution.

Due to the limited tilt range, information is missing within the unsampled region,

leading to an enhanced blur which is known as the missing wedge artefact.

Other resolution measures are based on statistical correlation such as the Fourier-

shell correlation (FSC) (van Heel and Schatz, 2005) and Spectral-Signal-to-Noise-

Ratio (SSNR) (Unser et al., 2005) methods. FSC correlates two volumes which are

obtained from half sets of projection images leading to the first volume obtained from

all odd projection images and the second volume from all even projection images.

Whereas the FSC is statistically limited to two correlations only, the SSNR is obtained

by comparing each projection image to a reference produced of a noisy reconstruction

and shows hence a higher statistically significance. However, the direct interpretation

of these statistically measures is challenging and doubted due to their pre-processing

dependence (Penczek and Grant, 2010).

2.2.6 Segmentation and visualization

The reconstruction process provides a gray-scaled tomogram which needs to be at-

tributed to a specific structural unit or distinguished object. Hence, segmentation is

used to separate foreground from background voxels5 leading to a binary represen-

tation consisting of regions marked by “0” or “1”. This segmentation is carried out by

applying a threshold on the gray-scales of the tomogram attributing the upper and lower

intensities to an integer value and leading to a binarized volume with each integer rep-

resenting a commensurate unit. As long as imaging techniques provide a monotonic

contrast mechanism, the simplest and most common approach is to select such units

by the specific gray scale intensity. Despite this approach, others are based on fea-

tures within a histogram6, the optimum variance of a binarized region (Otsu method) or

using the entropy of images; their applicability is, however restricted due to the signal

and the overall image composition. Binary objects can further be processed by vari-

ous algorithms removing noise, smoothing edges, detecting edges, skeletonization or

erosion and dilation (Russ, 2002).

5A voxel represents a three-dimensional pixel.
6A histogram is a statistical representation of the occurance, i.e. frequency, of gray scales within an
image.
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2.3 Quantification of porous structures in 3D

In order to quantify porous structures, the volume of the material and void structure

needs to be measured. Hence, a binarization approach is necessary to select the two

phases and the voxels are summed up in order to obtain the volume of each, whereas

the surface area is measured by counting the surface voxels on the three-dimensional

edge. The porosity is defined by the ratio of void and structure volume

P =
Vvoid

Vstructure

=
Vtotal − Vstructure

Vtotal

= 1− Vstructure

Vtotal

.
(2.37)

an can be expressed of total volume and structure volume only.

For diffusion through porous structures the tortuosity is important to know for the

effective diffusion coefficient. Tortuosity represents the curveness of the void channels

or any other non-straight geometry. It is generally measured by the euclidean distance

ratio/distance metric (DM) defined as the ratio of the overall curve length Lcurve and

distance of start and end point Laspect (aspect ratio). It is defined by

T =
Lpath

Laspect
. (2.38)

This metric leads to the value 1 for straight lines and 2.1 for half arcs. Several other

measures like sum-of-angles measure (SOAM) and inflection count metric (ICM) exist

which are applied on vascular eye patterns (Bullitt et al., 2003).

2.4 Carbonaceous Materials

Carbon atoms with the atomic number Z = 6 and four valence electrons in its ground-

state configuration 2s22p2 show different hybridization states with a linear atomic ar-

rangement for sp, flat triangular arrangement for sp2 (with a bond angle of 120◦ and

a pyramidalization angle of 0◦ (Niyogi et al., 2002)) and three-dimensional tetrahedral

sp3 arrangement (with a pyramidalization angle of 19.5◦ (Niyogi et al., 2002)). It forms

various structural configurations such as diamond and graphite which are the two nat-

ural crystalline forms (cf. figure 2.5a,b). However, complex carbon morphologies, e.g.

non-graphitizing carbon, glassy carbon, carbon fibers and carbon black (cf. review of

Harris Harris (2005)), cannot always be fully understood by the basic models of bent

and curved sheets of graphite. These contain instead exclusively hexagonal rings due

to their presence of voids which cannot be healed by high-temperature heat treatment.
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(a) (b) (c)

(e)(d)

Figure 2.5: Geometry of carbon materials: (a) diamond, (b) graphite, (c) fullerenes; (d)
graphene with the (m, n) nomenclature to indicate the chirality vector manifesting the con-
struction mechanism of metal and semiconducting nanotubes; (e) geometry of nanotubes for
different chirality (from (Terrones and Terrones, 2003)).

Carbons are produced by solid-phase pyrolysis of organic materials resulting either

in soft and non-porous graphitizing carbon or hard and low-density “non-graphitizing”

carbons.

It is the diversity of its chemical and physical properties as well as its various

morphologies which serve to be ideal for a lot of applications. This is the reason why

it attracted so much attention during the recent centuries: The fullerenes discovered in

1970, got the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1996 by R.F. Curl jr., H.W. Kroto and R.E.

Smalley. Meanwhile, carbon nanotubes were discovered by S. Iijima in 1991. In 2010

the Nobel Prize of Physics went to A.K. Geim and K.S. Novoselov for graphene which

was discovered in the 1960s.

2.4.1 Geometrical varieties of carbon

Graphene is a single layer of carbon packed in a hexagonal lattice with an atomic

distance of 0.142nm and is actually the first truly two-dimensional material (cf. figure

2.5d). The carbon atoms are sp2 hybridized and form σ bonds among each other,

whereas the other two orbitals are directed perpendicular to it forming a π electron

system. Despite its geometric simplicity it is in focus of several fields of research, e.g.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Models of carbon structures: (a) PAN derived carbon fibres; (b) non graphitiz-
ing carbon; (c) carbon black structure; (d) carbon black morphology and porosity on different
lengthscales ((a-c) taken from (Harris, 2005), (d) taken from (Soboleva et al., 2010)).
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due to its relativistic dispersion relation and the integer Hall effect, and shows to be

extraordinary stretchable and stronger than steel. Furthermore, it is the basic structure

to build Buckminster fullerenes, carbon nanotubes and graphite.

Graphite can be described as graphene sheets stacked in ABAB sequence with

an interlayer {0002} spacing of approximately 0.334nm for synthetic graphite known as

Bernal graphite7 (cf. figure 2.5a). For less perfect graphite, called turbostratic graphite,

the interplanar spacing varies about the typical value of ∼0.344nm while the planes are

randomly rotated around the c-axis (Harris, 1999). Depending on the misalignment of

the stacked layer planes the interplanar distance can range form 0.354 to 0.39nm (refs.

in (Vander Wal, 1997)).

Carbon black is a pure form of carbon soot which is predominantly produced in the

“furnace black process” involving partial combustion of petrochemical or coal tar oils

and believed to be formed by three phases: particle inception (reactions of hydrocar-

bons forming larger aromatic layers and finally nuclei), growth (nuclei coalescence and

surface deposition) and a chain formation stage (large spheroidal particles become

joined and form long chains). Early models of graphitizing carbon are based on small

graphitic crystallites containing a few layer planes and joining together by crosslinks

(cf. figure 2.6a-c); these are holding together the overall particle in addition to van der

Waals forces, whereas its size is related to the periphery and the position within the

soot particle (Donnet, 1994). Furthermore, curved and twisted graphite sheets can oc-

cur enclosing voids and leading to ribbon-like carbon structures. The studies of carbon

black and soot studies date back to the 1930s and 40s with X-ray diffraction mainly

determining the crystallite structures, however not its true three-dimensional nature.

Carbon nanotubes can be imagined to be formed by rolling a graphene sheet in

the direction of the Chirality-vector specified by the indices tuple (m,n)

~Ch = n~a1 +m~a2,

which is a linear combination of the two hexagon basis vectors ~a1 and ~a2 (cf. figure

2.5d). This specifies directly its perimeter | ~Ch| = a
√
n2 + nm+m2 with a = 2.464Å

and radius by | ~Ch|/(2π) (cf. figure 2.5e). Depending on their geometry defined by the

Chirality vector they show up metallic character for the armchair type m = n (m,m),

semiconducting character for both zig-zag type n = 0 (m, 0) (except m−n = 3k, k ∈ N)

and chiral type m 6= n (m,n) (cf. figure 2.5e). Carbon nanotubes are produced by “arc

discharge method”, “pyrolysis of hydrocarbons”, “laser vaporization”, “electrolysis” and

“solar vaporization”. Carbon nanotubes show (future) applications as field emission

sources, scanning-probe tips, lithium ion batteries, electrochemical devices (capacitors

7Dating back to John D. Bernal who first proposed this type of graphite in 1924.
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and actuators), molecular sensors, composites (carbon, polymer, ceramic), electronic

and biological devices, as well as gas and hydrogen storage media (cf. review of

Terrones and Terrones (Terrones and Terrones, 2003)).

Closed carbon spheres (fullerenes) obey Euler’s law F − E + V = χ and are

constructed of F faces, E edges, V vertices with an Euler characteristic of χ = 2 for

closed cages polyhedra; for C60 Buckminsterfullerene this leads to F = 32, E = 90

and V = 60. The basic principle that Euler has shown is that each closed polyhe-

dra consists of twelve pentagons and an arbitrary number of hexagons. Onions are

composed of several carbon spheres or polyhedra which leads to more edge like than

round features.

2.4.2 Functionalisation of low-dimensional carbon: peapo d struc-

tures

Fullerenes form zig-zag, chiral and layered ordered chains within several nanometre

wide nanotubes (Khlobystov et al., 2004). More widely under consideration are so-

called peapod structures, for which fullerenes are linearly ordered among a single or

double walled carbon nanotube. Due to the electron beam damage (discussed later in

section 2.4.5) encapsulated fullerenes coalescence and form novel carbon sidewalls

within nanotubes (Hernandez et al., 2003), or rotate (Warner et al., 2008), show dipole

orientations and chemical reactions (Suenaga et al., 2003; Chuvilin et al., 2010). Based

on the initial studies how to incorporate fullerenes forming peapod structures it is the

most recent development of inserting metal atoms into the fullerenes to form so-called

metallofullerenes. These show interesting applications as producing quantum dots of

10nm size by changing the bandgap locally by elastic strain and charge transfer at

metallofullerenes site within the semiconducting nanotube (Lee et al., 2002).

2.4.3 Functionalisation of higher-dimensional carbon: mu lti-wall

carbon nanotubes and soot

Producing electrical energy of chemical reactions with high efficiencies and environ-

mental benefits constitutes the high demands and expectations of fuel cells today.

Several technological aspects hinder a wide commercial distribution, e.g. the high

precious-metal loading on the anode/cathode electrocatalyst increasing the overall

costs of the cells. For operation with hydrogen (oxidation of the fuel) and air/oxygen (re-

duction of the oxygen) platinum is the most active material, thus it is of primary interest

to reduce the noble-metal loading without degradation of the overall cell performance

(Steele and Heinzel, 2001).
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Carbon supported metal-catalysts are prepared by impregnation (incipient-

wetness and excess-solution), adsorption and deposition precipitation. Whereas it is

clear that the impregnation method leads to additional incorporation of platinum within

micropores resulting in a higher metal consumption, it is not clear (see later) whether

these are accessible to reactants. High surface area and porosity are important to

achieve high dispersion, i.e. the portion of total metal loading on top of the supports

surface, however, a part of this surface area is contained by micropores which are not

accessible to reactants. However, polymer electrolyte fuel cells for example suffer from

cathode catalyst oxidation, catalyst migration, loss of electrode active surface area and

corrosion of the carbon support (Bashyam and Zelenay, 2006).

In electrocatalysis multifunctionality is an indispensable feature, as in addition to

the reactivity of the catalyst itself the supports need to meet for high performance sur-

face reactivity, electronic/ionic conductivity and facile mass transport. Electrochemical

reactions need a conductive media for charge exchange, whereas ion mobility within

∼1 nm sized pores is several orders of magnitude slower than in the bulk. Carbon

supports in power sources must show up special surface chemistry and morphology

in order to maintain high dispersion of the electrocatalyst during operation cycles of

5000 hours of operation and use (specification of the U.S. Department of Energy of

2010’s goals for oxygen reduction reaction for fuel cells). Whereas there exist several

attempts to exchange pure platinum by platinum-ruthenium alloys (Zhang et al., 2004;

Daimon and Kurobe, 2006), it is the carbon support such as activated carbon, car-

bon black and graphitized carbon which most commonly prevails further. Despite new

approaches for multi-walled carbon nanotubes as support (Viswanathan, 2009), “Ket-

jen Black and Vulcan XC-72 are the current technologically standard catalyst supports

for fuel cell applications” (Soboleva et al., 2010), due to their physicochemical nature

hindering agglomeration of the platinum nanoparticles. Furthermore, it shows specific

characteristics of stability in both acid or basic media and contains of its ∼250m2 g−1 of

surface area as well within micropores. However, in contrast of numerous attempts in

finding different catalysts or new forms of carbonaceous morphologies of the support,

there exist only a very few critical assessments elucidating the only scarce informa-

tion on the properties of the support itself. Particularities of the surface chemistry of

Vulcan XC-72 are in general recommended to be improved by increasing the degree

of graphitization of the support (Ferreira-Aparicio, 2009). “[T]here exists also a <2nm

pore structure in the primary carbon particle, [whose] [...] function [...] in a fuel cell

electrochemical reaction has not yet been clearly determined” (Soboleva et al., 2010).

IUPAC provides internationally standardized terms for pores (McNaught and

Wilkinson, 1997): macropores (>50nm), mesopores (2 nm<size<50nm), micropores

(0.7nm<size<2nm) and ultramicropores (<0.7 nm) (cf. figure 2.6d). In general pores
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show geometries like cylinders, slits and voids, which can be easily modeled theo-

retically, whereas ink bottle shaped (pore mouth is smaller than pore body) or funnel

shaped pores (the contrary) are more complicated to model. Hence, the term pore

size basically depends on the chosen method to measure. Moreover, it is the pore size

distribution relating pore volume against pore size which is most essential. Pores can

be closed (not accessible from the exterior), blind (open at only one end) and through

(open at both ends), as well as isolated or connected to others forming a porous net-

work. Due to this complex network, porous materials show up a hundred times larger

surface area than the external surface area. The catalytic process takes place on the

surface of the catalyst, thus, its surface area is directly related to the overall catalytic

activity. The reagent molecules, however, have to pass through the porous network,

and the reactant molecules have to leave the catalyst. This mass transfer inside the

porous system depends on the pore size and the tortuosity which resembles the over-

all curled path geometry. The pore size triggers whether bulk diffusion takes place in

macropores, Knudsen diffusion in mesopores and molecular diffusion in micropores. A

counterproductive effect which is related to the pore size as well is deactivation which

blocks micro- and mesopore mouths and covers meso- and macropore walls, thus,

hindering molecules to enter and exit. Porosity is a quite remarkable measure as any

chemistry taking place is most effective, when the transportation path through which

molecules move in or out are included into the nanostructured architectural design.

2.4.4 Methodologies to access soot particle morphology

As the porous structure of the support is detrimental for the diffusion during catalytic

processes, the degree of porosity and tortuosity are of general interest for modeling

the nanoporous architecture (Prachayawarakorn and Mann, 2007). In general, the

morphological characteristics of interest are surface area, pore volume, pore area, pore

size distributions and tortuosity, commonly accessed by the following methods, which

are only briefly summarized while focusing on micro and ultramicroporous structures

(Leofanti et al., 1998)

a.) Nitrogen absorption at 77K provides the surface area, pore volume and a size

distribution.

b.) Krypton/argon and helium adsorption at low temperatures provides the surface

area and micropore volume.

c.) Mercury porosimetry provides the meso- and macropore volume and a size dis-

tribution between 7.5nm and 15µm.
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d.) Incipient wetness method and picnometry leads to the total pore volume.

e.) Permeametry and counterdiffusion leads to an average diffusive pore size and

tortuosity.

Nitrogen absorption is carried out by the determination of the adsorption isotherm

(nitrogen adsorbed volume against its relative pressure) distinguishing six solid porous

textures (pore size) by their respective isotherm shape and the adsorbate desorption

hysteresis loops indicating the pore shape. Based on this thermodynamical principle,

different mathematical models are required to access the morphological quantities: the

reference method of Brunauer, Emmet, Teller (BET-method) (Brunauer et al., 1938)

provides a measure for the surface area (however, micropores cannot be accessed

by this method); t-plot method to access surface area, micropore and mesopore vol-

ume (Lippens and de Boer, 1965); the αs-plot method (Carrott et al., 1987) and DFT-

methods to access ultramicropores to macropores pore volume and pore size distribu-

tion (cf. an overview (Leofanti et al., 1998)).

In addition to the permeametry and counterdiffusion tortuosity can be gained as

well by diffraction and imaging techniques. While the first electron diffraction results on

the morphology of soot particles showed qualitative discrimination of different particles

(Vander Wal, 1997) and similar results like the early experiments of x-ray diffraction,

it is the (parallel) work of Palotás et al. (Palotás et al., 1996a) and later vander Wal

et al. (Vander Wal et al., 2004) to provide a more quantitative approach by electron

micrograph image analysis. This provides a statistical analysis of circularity, elonga-

tion, lateral extent, angular dependence or orientation of the fringes. Furthermore,

interplanar spacing, fractional coverage and tortuosity are estimated on binarized and

skeletonized HRTEM images. However, this approach is prone to any artefacts related

to two-dimensional TEM images (Shintaku et al., 2006), most prominent leading to a

large amount of very short fringes of ∼ 0.5nm length (Vander Wal et al., 2004).

2.4.5 Electron beam damage of carbonaceous materials

Especially organic objects and low-Z solid materials are extremely sensitive to the detri-

mental interaction of the electron beam. These effects include radiolysis mechanisms

which are influenced by the inelastic scattering of electrons and lead to ionisation

and heating. In the case of conducting materials like carbon, bond breaking is sup-

pressed due to the high density of delocalised electrons, leaving knock-on displace-

ment (subject to elastic scattering) as the only damage mechanism (Egerton et al.,

2004). Whereas ionisation and heating depend on the electron beam current, knock-

on displacement depends solely on the energy of the electrons and therefore can be
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avoided only by reducing the acceleration voltage below the knock-on damage thresh-

old for the particular atom species or molecules under study. Moreover, for the case

of adsorbents on specimen surfaces, the damage mechanism is being described by

chemical etching effects. The maximum tolerable dose depends on physical processes

occurring due to an interaction of the incident electrons with the atoms of the sample.

The most important effects are: atom displacement (reduced at lower acceleration

voltage), surface etching (reduced at lower acc. volt.), ionization and bond breaking

(increased at lower acc. volt.), heating (increased at lower acc. volt.), chemical etching

due to residual molecules (water) (increased at lower acc. volt.).

Atom displacement results, if the incident electron transfers an energy to the nu-

cleus that is larger than the bonding energy (displacement energy Ed). Considering

the conservation of momentum and energy for elastic scattering the transferred energy

during a collision of an electron to a single atomic nucleus is E = Emax sin
2(θ/2) with

the maximum allowable energy (Egerton et al., 2004)

Emax = E0(1.02+ E0/1× 10
6 eV)/(465.7 Z);

here, E0 is the incident electron energy in eV and Z the atomic number for a collision

at an angle θ. For head-on collision with the nucleus (θ = 180
◦) it results to E =

Emax. If the transferred energy E is larger than the material dependent displacement

energy, atomic nuclei are removed to interstitial positions leading to a degradation of

the crystalline ordering. Graphite has a displacement energy of Ed = 15− 20eV and a

theoretical knock-on threshold Eth = 140 keV.

Low-voltage TEM shows the potential to eliminate knock-on and surface etching

damage, an increase of contrast, SNR and increase of inelastic signals. Owing to these

advantages the required dose decreases to such an extent that the deleterious effects

caused by the increase of ionization and heating damage are reduced.

Whereas carbon blacks are sensitive to an electron beam (Burden et al., 1998),

mainly carbon nanotubes and peapods have been focused on in recent years. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes of less than 1nm diameter show a lower displacement en-

ergy depending on its chirality than commonly accepted (Krasheninnikov et al., 2005);

the displacement energy for zig-zag CNTs increases up to ∼ 19eV for 1.7nm and

for armchair approaching 22eV of graphene. Molecular dynamics simulations show a

knock-on threshold for SWCNTs to be V = 86.4 keV (Smith and Luzzi, 2001), whereas

experiments show that defectious tubes are more easily affected by electron beam

damage than defect-free and dirt on the outer wall enhances this.

Furthermore, the arrangement of the carbon atoms induces strain and its relief trig-

gers the chemical reactivity. Due to curvature the pyramidalization angle is changed
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and the π orbitals are misaligned. Whereas fullerenes show only little π orbital mis-

alignment, which is for C60 perfect, the pyramidalization angle is the indicator for the

fullerene reactivity. In contrast, for nanotubes the π orbital misalignment is instead

most prominent (Niyogi et al., 2002). Hence, two so-called nested nanotubes provide

only a weak p orbital overlap and reduces the crosslinking, whereas two parallel (op-

posing) nanotubes provide a strong π orbital overlap which leads to a high probability

that sufficient energy is transfered to change the atoms hybridization state to sp3. This

leads to an increased reactivity and reduced stability which is overall contrary to the

assumption that at 80 kV acceleration voltage no damage is observable (Warner et al.,

2009). Studies on multi-walled carbon nanotubes show that the inner wall gets de-

stroyed first due to a higher curvature and thus lower displacement threshold (Banhart

et al., 2005). Furthermore, experiments show that the opposing walls of fullerenes

show much higher beam sensitivity than the surrounding nanotube walls of a peapod

structure (Smith and Luzzi, 2001).



CHAPTER 3

Results

This chapter reports the results to obtain an experimental protocol for the TEM to ac-

cess the internal three-dimensional composition of beam-sensitive carbon soot struc-

tures at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. The validity of the bright-field TEM technique

is proved for curved carbon structures with respect to the fulfillment of the projection

requirement. The theoretical considerations are carried out on multi-walled carbon

nanotubes, as they show the highest achievable curvature. Their geometrical simplicity

and isotropy simplifies to study structural artefacts. Optimal imaging and reconstruction

conditions are determined to achieve the highest atomic resolution in 3D. Simulations

are used to estimate the requirements for an optimal experiment, such as the defo-

cus accuracy, the optimal dose and tilt increment. A criterion is derived to determine

the tolerable dose for a tilt series acquisition of beam-sensitive materials. The exper-

imental dose limit is investigated for the influence of the acceleration voltage at 80 kV

and 20 kV and for the structure dependence of fullerenes inside carbon nanotubes and

carbon soot. A minimum dose protocol is developed to reduce the overall dose by im-

plementation of an automized microscope control procedure. The derived protocol is

discussed and exemplified on the internal carbon soot structure.
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3.1 Assessment of the projection theorem for high-

resolution tomography

3.1.1 Approach

For tomography a monotonic relationship between the structure (represented by ele-

mental content, atomic arrangement and thickness) and the projected intensity is nec-

essary to solve the inverse problem of recovering the original object from its projections

(cf. section 2.2). According to literature a slightly non-monotonic behavior should al-

ready violate this condition (cf. section 2.2.1), which can be verified by a simple binary

test object (cf. figure A.1a in the appendix A.1, p. 103). Here, the scattering of the

electron is mimicked by a non-linear intensity transfer (cf. figure A.1d), however, ne-

glecting the exact physical scattering process. Moreover, it is shown that despite a

non-monotonic relationship some parts of the binary object can still be distinguished

after reconstruction (cf. figure A.1b,c).

Bright- field TEM on crystalline materials is challenging, as for specific crystal ori-

entations the Bragg condition is fulfilled. This leads to higher intensities exactly at the

Bragg angle than totally off resulting in a non-monotonic dependence of the atomic

number and the thickness over the whole tilt range.

The extinction length (cf. section 2.1.3) has been reported recently (Van Dyck

et al., 2006) as a reasonable measure for a quantitative estimation of the projection

theorem (cf. section 2.2.1). However, the extinction length was calculated so far only

at high acceleration voltages for bulk materials (Reimer, 1997).

3.1.2 Application on carbon structures at 80 kV

The high curvature of closed shell carbon structures needs to be studied at accelera-

tion voltages of 80 kV. For this purpose the scattering characteristics of an increasing

number of bent carbon layers is investigated by calculation of the scattered exit wave

(cf. section 2.1.3). The variation of the beam intensity in the diffraction pattern (FFT

of the exit wave) is evaluated with respect to increasing thickness. Bulk turbostratic

graphite with an interplanar distance of 0.352nm serves as a reference (type 1) (cf.

figure 3.1a). The influence of the curvature is studied using carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

with (m,n) = (0, 8 + 9k), k = 0, . . . 20 resembling the same wall distance of 0.352nm

and forming the equivalent number of carbon layers (type 3) (cf. figure 3.1a). As the

innermost CNT results in a gap compared to bulk graphite, the central carbon layer of

type 1 graphite is removed to study the influence of this symmetry-break (type 2) (cf.

figure 3.1a). As on the one hand other diffraction spots than the [000] direct beam are
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Figure 3.1: Assessing the projection requirement by Pendellösungs-plots and verification by
tomography reconstruction: (a) different atomic models such as graphite as a reference (type
1), graphite with a symmetry breaking gap similar to nanotubes (type 2) and carbon multi-walled
nanotubes (type 3) to determine the extinction length; (b) intensity of the direct beam [000] with
respect to increasing thickness/number of walls for the model structures in (a), whereupon the
minimum position defines the corresponding extinction length; (c) z-slice of a perfect tilt series
reconstruction for a carbon nanotube of 17 sidewalls (acting as the reference test structure with
a tilt range of ±60

◦ with 3
◦ tilt increment) corresponding to the extinction length for the CNTs

determined in (b) (the missing wedge region is indicated by the white lines on the top half of
the volume); (d) for a 25 walled nanotube (outer red dotted circle) a proper reconstruction is
only obtained until the 17 walls (inner red dotted circle) as indicated by the white arrows and
proving the result of (c) to be the ultimate allowable thickness, whereas only the thicker part
(area between the two dotted circles) shows speckle artefacts.
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not accessible for CNTs due to their curvature and on the other hand the direct beam

defines the overall intensity, the extinction length is estimated in the [000] direction (cf.

figure 3.1b).

The turbostratic graphite with an interplanar distance of 0.352nm shows an ex-

tinction length of 12.32nm (cf. figure 3.1b). The gap changes the extinction length

only slightly to 12.67nm, which effectively is the difference of exactly the one carbon

layer which has been removed, and is hence negligible. As the curvature of the CNTs

leads to an extinction length of only 13.02nm, it is proven that the high curvature does

not considerably extend the thickness of materials for tomography experiments. The

orientation of the individual CNTs has been determined to show no impact.

These results are verified by simulating an optimal tomography experiment of a

CNT with a diameter of 11.97nm corresponding to 17 sidewalls (cf. figure 3.1c). Opti-

mal imaging conditions (cf. section 3.2 for details of the parameters) are applied for an

ideal microscope with the highest energy resolution and a tilt range of ±60
◦ with 3

◦ tilt

increment referring to feasible experimental tomography conditions. It can be seen that

for a slice through the atomic carbon layer no atomic resolution of 0.142nm in the inter-

layer can be achieved. Nevertheless, all carbon layers with a resolution of 0.352nm are

well reconstructed outside the missing wedge (confined by the wedge of white lines).

Increasing the number of walls from 17 (innermost red dotted circle) up to 25 (outer red

dotted circle), leads to considerable speckle contrast artefacts in the region between

the two annotation circles (cf. figure 3.1d). Although these artefacts appear even in

the vacuum, within the carbon layers these speckles should not be misinterpreted as

atoms. This speckle contrast does not vanish even for more blurred carbon layers as

obtained with a worse energy resolution of 0.7 eV (not shown here). In contrast, the

reconstruction validates to assess the feasibility of a tomography experiment by extinc-

tion length calculation. Furthermore, the reconstruction shows that thick objects are

properly reconstructed in the interior of the volume.

It can be concluded that the projection requirement can be essentially evaluated

by exit wave simulation and extinction length measurements. The curvature of carbon

structures does not influence the extinction length, which is estimated at 13.02nm. The

latter is proven by reconstruction to be valid even for thicker structures still accessing

the interior, whereupon thicker parts show reconstruction artefacts.

3.2 Sub-nanometre resolution in 3D

In this section it is assessed which overall 3D resolution can be gained by simulating

a tomography experiment. Hence, the optimal 2D imaging conditions are determined
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together with the influence of the temporal envelope and the MTF on the 2D-point

spread function. The corresponding 3D-point spread function is determined for the re-

construction algorithms WBP, ART and SIRT (cf. section 2.2.4). In order to achieve the

theoretically predicted resolution, requirements for the alignment accuracy are defined

and a new alignment algorithm is implemented for high-resolution.

3.2.1 2D-point-spread function under optimal conditions

In this paragraph the optimal imaging conditions for carbon nanotubes are derived.

The spherical aberration Cs and defocus df are aberrations of the lowest order and

cause the most dominant effects in aberration corrected imaging. Cs is adjusted via the

corrector prior to acquisition and df is the essential degree of freedom during operation.

For evaluation of the optimal imaging conditions phaseplates with varying Cs and df

are calculated. The calculation of a scaled contrast csc (cf. figure 3.2a) by csc = (1 −
Imin) · (1 − |Imax − 1|) is used to estimate the optimal (Cs , df) by searching for the

maximum csc. The minimum and maximum intensities Imin, Imax are obtained from a

linescan laid perpendicular to the nanotube wall on top of the carbon atoms (cf. figure

3.2b). Scherzer and Lichte conditions (cf. section 2.1.4.5) are indicated by black lines,

however, the optimal condition leading to the highest contrast (indicated by the black

circle) is calculated to have a ∼ 7nm larger defocus compared to Scherzer focus at the

same Cs. In contrast to the non-systematic behavior of Lichte and Lentzen, Scherzer

can be practically used as a reference, as the (semi-)optimal conditions within the

red band run parallel to Scherzer. Within the whole range of (Cs, df) the regions of

high(er) contrast appear as red bands and repeat approximately every 23nm in focus.

However, the condition for the highest contrast always shows up irrespectively of the

number of sidewalls within the dotted region resulting in the lowest defocus. Whereas

the ultimately highest contrast is locally confined (annotated by the circle in figure 3.2a),

high contrast appears for all the Cs values and corresponding df values (dotted line).

The derived optimal imaging conditions for the 17 wall nanotube of Cs = 13µm and

df = −14.2 nm are depicted in figure 3.2b as applied to the exit wave. This shows that

the determined optimal condition corresponds best to the aim of atomic resolution with

minimum delocalisation at the edge of the nanotube.

Moreover, the optimal PCTF conditions (cf. figure 3.2c) show a contrast maximiza-

tion not only for a single frequency band as for Scherzer, but two individual frequen-

cies corresponding to 0.2nm and 0.1nm - approximately the carbon-carbon distances

(cf. section 2.4.1). As the temporal envelope and the MTF are spatially isotropic and

scale the PCTF linearly (cf. equation (2.12)), the optimization procedure is indepen-

dent of the application of both. However, the contrast is reduced by lowering the overall
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Figure 3.2: Estimation of optimal imaging conditions: (a) imaging conditions defined by
(Cs , df ) (spherical aberration and defocus) are obtained by searching for the maximum scaled
contrast csc (indicated by the circle) for each nanotube, e.g. the 17 walled carbon nanotube
reference test structure from figure 3.2c, whereas Scherzer and Lichte conditions (cf. eqs.
(2.16) and (2.17)) (gmax = 0.14 nm) are indicated by the black lines and Lentzen condition by
the black square (cf. eq. (2.18)); (b) corresponding simulation of the nanotube with 17 walls at
80 kV for Scherzer, Lichte, Lentzen and the derived optimal (the white line indicates the position
of the linescan for estimation of Imin, Imax); (c) the PCTF for the derived parameters of (a) with
Cs = 13µm and df = −14.2 nm (the temporal envelope with 0.7 eV energy width is indicated)
and Scherzer; (d) the set of optimal parameters varies with the number of sidewalls (studied
for 0 to 25 walls) and shows almost a constant, linear offset of 7nm from Scherzer conditions.
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PCTF amplitude as exemplified in figure 3.2c for the influence of the temporal enve-

lope. The MTF is adjusted in the experiment by choosing the appropriate magnification

for (0.35nm)−1 = 2.91/nm frequency.

Furthermore, the optimal set of imaging conditions depends on the overall sample

structure, i.e. in this case on the number of walls of the nanotube. For the walls 1 to 25

the optimal imaging conditions have been determined and depicted in figure 3.2d. This

leads to a linear dependence of df with respect to Cs, however, non-linearly dependent

on the number of walls. Hence, the optimal Cs is not determined directly by the number

of walls, i.e. thickness, but requires image simulations for a detailed estimation.

In conclusion a procedure to automatically detect the optimal imaging conditions

was derived based on an atomistic structural model. For such multi-walled carbon

nanotube models it was shown that each additional sidewall imparts different optimal

imaging conditions for Cs and df . However, it could be shown that despite the confined

region of the globally highest contrast, contrast falls off only slightly. Hence, ensuring

a defocus of ∼ 7.0nm apart from Scherzer focus allows to meet a region of locally

high contrast. Furthermore, the region of optimal Cs and df with respect to the number

of sidewalls is equal to the red side band of highest contrast. Thus, it was found

that optimal imaging conditions are feasible under experimental conditions with the

knowledge of Cs without prior simulation studies.

3.2.2 3D-point-spread function

Each reconstruction algorithm shows different signal transfer characteristics leading

to sharp or smooth edges of image features, depending on the actual point-spread

function (cf. figure 3.3). To study this effect a binary phantom is constructed by

spheres/atoms with an intensity of 1.0 and reconstructed for WBP, ART and SIRT (cf.

section 2.2.4) with an angular range of ±60
◦ and 3

◦ tilt increment. For ART and SIRT

n = 40 iterations and λ = 0.1 are determined to be an optimal set of reconstruction

parameters. A linescan within the 3D-slice across three spheres shows for WBP very

sharp edges leading to good contrast in the reconstruction (cf. figure 3.3a), whereas

the overall intensity is anisotropically degraded within each sphere. SIRT shows a con-

siderable difference in the reconstructed intensity leading to a much higher intensity

for the central sphere. Furthermore, SIRT leads to intensity values in the range of

1× 10
−5 only, which were rescaled for better comparison. In contrast, ART shows a

much smoother intensity reconstruction, which is moreover almost constant among all

three spheres.

In addition, the reconstructed intensity varies with the position of the spheres (cf.

figure 3.3b). As the objects approach each other, the individual spheres interfere
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Evaluation of the intensity transfer characteristics of reconstruction algorithms by
binary phantoms for ±60

◦ with 3
◦ tilt increment: (a) linescans across the original phantom (grey

dashed line across the binary spherical phantom depicted on top) with an intensity of 1.0 and
the reconstruction of the three neighbouring spheres by WBP, ART and SIRT (intensity of SIRT
is scaled for better comparison) each showing a different quality with respect to smoothness
and absolute intensity compared to the original; (b) the crosstalk, i.e. the interaction of neigh-
bouring spheres resulting in a change of intensity, is depicted as the two outermost spheres
are moved towards the centre until a nominal distance of one pixel is reached (please note the
corresponding binary phantom on top) resulting in inclined intensity across a sphere for WBP
and SIRT as well as varying absolute intensities.
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with each other (called crosstalk) for all three reconstruction algorithms and the in-

tensity gets more and more degraded compared to figure 3.3a. Whereas WBP shows

larger and more noisy intensity variations, SIRT provides still a smooth but a more pro-

nounced variation in intensity height among the spheres. In total, ART shows despite

a small hutch in the central sphere overall the best intensity reconstruction, i.e. most

constant among all spheres.

As it is well known that WBP overestimates noisy data (Natterer and Wübbeling,

2001), the smoothing capabilities of iterative reconstruction techniques are preferred.

Moreover, the derived smooth intensity reconstruction and weak crosstalk of ART are

preferable over the commonly recommended SIRT algorithm, especially for a quantita-

tive analysis.

3.2.3 Resolution enhancement by an iterative tilt series al ignment

In order to specify the required alignment accuracy, random lateral shifts in x and y

direction are applied to a phantom tilt series (cf. figure 3.4a-c). It is determined that

shifts in the x direction introduce small kinks and streak-like artefacts. Those lower

contrast within carbon shells and can be understood as a blurring along radial direc-

tions related to shifts at the individual tilt angles (cf. figure 3.4a). A shift of up to 1/8

of the carbon layer resolution is determined by simulation to enable carbon layer reso-

lution; this corresponds to an accuracy of 0.90px in the case of figure 3.4a. Shifts in y

direction introduce spot-like artefacts throughout the volume slice (cf. figure 3.4b), but

especially nearby the core which may be misinterpreted as atoms. The appearance of

these spot-like features can be understood as neighbouring atomic columns interfering

in the y-direction due to the lateral shift. Combining both shift directions shows a high

degree of spot-like artefacts (cf. figure 3.4c), which could be misinterpreted throughout

the whole slice as atomic resolution within the carbon layers. In addition, the contrast

of carbon layers is weak compared to a perfect alignment. In conclusion, an alignment

error of only 0.9px which corresponds to 0.04nm in the case of figure 3.4 deteriorates

the reconstruction quality and, hence, defines the alignment accuracy requirement for

high-resolution tomography. Furthermore, the effects of a misalignment cannot be sim-

ply described by an isotropic blur due to a Gaussian PSF (cf. eq. (2.29) in section

2.2.3), but has to take spot-like artefacts into account additionally.

Aligning an experimental tilt series follows the standard procedure, e.g. in IMOD

(Kremer et al., 1996; Mastronarde, 2008): first, performing a cross-correlation align-

ment for rough stacking of succeeding tilt images (cf. eq. (2.30) in section 2.2.3),

and second, using feature tracking for fine tuning (cf. eq. (2.31) in section 2.2.3). If

diffraction contrast partly occurs, the images are pre-processed by a low-pass filter
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Figure 3.4: Imperfections in the alignment introduce resolution limiting artefacts and are mini-
mized by an iterative self-consistent alignment approach: (a) an alignment error in x-direction
of 1/8 of the carbon layer resolution distance is determined to show an acceptable amount of
artefacts at the nanotube test structure such as speckle artefacts within the missing wedge
and distortions at the carbon shells indicated by the white arrows (cf. with figure 3.1c)(Please
note that the reconstructions in (a)-(c) were post-processed by a high-pass filter and gamma
adjusted for visual enhancement.); (b) in y-direction a shift of 1/8 of the resolution distance
indicates carbon shell bendings and speckle within the carbon shell, which should not be mis-
interpreted as atoms; (c) combining both (a) and (b) increases the degree of spot like artefacts
and reduces the contrast of the shells which can still be resolved, thus, manifesting 1/8 of the
resolution distance as an appropriate criterion for a high-resolution alignment; (d) sketch of
the iterative self-consistent alignment procedure producing (x, y)-shifts required for precise tilt
series alignment at each tilt angle: 1) applying the calculated (x, y)-shifts onto the tilt series
(at first iteration values are zero) 2) reconstruct pre-aligned tilt series obtaining 3D volume by
weighted back-projection and remove negative intensities, 3) in order to improve convergence
the original projection at the current tilt angle is removed from 3D volume, 4) project volume
at current tilt angle, 5) cross-correlate experimental image from tilt series with projection and
update alignment data, 6) proceed to step 1) with the updated (x, y)-shifts.
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to enhance recognition of nanoparticles, which are used as fiducials for tracking. Ac-

counting for (x, y)-shifts, distortions (stretching and rotation), tilt angle inaccuracies

and an imprecise tilt axis, the solution of the alignment is not sufficient (cf. figure 3.16b

later on page 90 illustrating the experimental misalignment on a tilt series of carbon

soot).

Therefore, an iterative self-consistent alignment strategy needs to be developed. It

is based on weighted back-projection reconstruction (cf. section 2.2.4), which is faster

compared to ART, and cross-correlation (cf. section 2.2.3), resulting in (x, y)-shifts (cf.

sketch in figure 3.4d). Within each iteration step, the calculated (x, y)-shifts are ap-

plied to the tilt series which leads to an improved reconstruction. Those are afterwards

projected along all tilt angles and compared by cross-correlation with the original pro-

jection image resulting in iteratively refined shifts. Final x-shifts determine the tilt axis

position in the x and z direction and account for random movements of the sample in

x-direction, whereupon final y-shifts account for random movements during acquisition

in y-direction only. For these shifts a sub-pixel accuracy can finally be achieved, as

all individual projection images are correlated with the (averaged) reconstruction over

several iterations. Large tilt angle inaccuracies can be reliably compensated by lateral

x-shifts, whereas a stretching of the image is negligible as only 0.5px stretch would cor-

respond for the outermost pixel to an angular deviation of ∼ 2.5◦ which is beyond the

specification of the goniometre and only observed at extremely high tilt angles reaching

80
◦.

A rotation of the tilt axis in the (x − y)-plane can be adjusted manually by the

method of "arcs of intensity" as described in (Midgley and Weyland, 2003). Therefore,

“banana” shaped reconstruction artefacts on the top and bottom part of the recon-

struction volume are evaluated. It is estimated by a test structure that a final tilt axis

accuracy of only ±0.5◦ can be reached (not shown here). In contrast, a higher accuracy

of up to 0.1◦ is determined to be achievable by choosing features within the tilt series

which move horizontally, i.e. perpendicular to the tilt axis.

In conclusion, a way for tilt axis rotation adjustments and an iterative alignment

scheme to determine the tilt axis position in x, y and z were developed. As the state of

the art fiducial tracking remains insufficient whereas accounting for distortion, magnifi-

cation and tilt angle inaccuracies, it can be concluded that those effects are negligible.

It is especially negligible, if the objective lense is not excited over a very large range,

as the stretching of the field of view and the rotation of the image are reduced. In total,

it has been shown that a resolution of at least 0.35nm can be achieved throughout the

three-dimensional volume, whereas alignment artefacts should not be misinterpreted

as atomic distance resolution better than 0.35nm.
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Figure 3.5: Studying the influence of experimental defocus inaccuracies on the 3D reconstruc-
tion quality: (a) a random defocus variation of ±7.5 nm is applied on the nanotube test structure
showing an increased carbon shell thickness as well as streak and speckle-like artefacts (exem-
plified positions indicated by white arrows); (b) a random defocus variation of ±5.0 nm shows
less contrast variations; (c) a random defocus variation of only ±2.5 nm shows almost well
pronounced carbon shells with a minimal contrast variations and is estimated as the tolerable
limit for a proper reconstruction.(Please note that the reconstructions were post-processed by
a high-pass filter and gamma adjusted for visual enhancement.)

3.3 Planning a minimum dose tomography experiment

Based on the optimal conditions for two-dimensional imaging and for three-dimensional

reconstruction, it is evaluated within this section which experimental requirements are

necessary to ensure a proper carbon layer reconstruction. Hence, it is determined

which focus variation an operator can allow without introducing structural artefacts.

Furthermore, the dose necessary for acquisition to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise

ratio is determined. For this purpose an electron dose simulation approach is devel-

oped which is based on the Poisson statistics of electrons. For a tilt range of ±60
◦ a 3

◦

and 1
◦ tilt increment acquisition scheme are compared with respect to the reconstruc-

tion quality and the total dose consumption. For the latter, which can induce sample

shrinkage, a quantitative measure is deduced to experimentally determine the dose

limit for tilt series acquisition.

3.3.1 Focus accuracy requirements by tomography simulatio n

During the experiment every projection image has to be refocused, either automatically

or manually resulting in varying imaging conditions. Hence, it cannot be predicted

to which extent the reconstruction quality is deteriorated. The nanotube phantom tilt

series is used to define a defocus accuracy requirement by statistically varying the

defocus at each tilt angle with a specified maximum amplitude (cf. figure 3.5).

A defocus variation of ±7.5 nm results in several artefacts throughout a volume
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slice hampering the smoothness of individual layers and lowering the contrast at sev-

eral parts within a shell which appears to disconnect the layers (cf. figure 3.5a). These

artefacts emerge along radial lines corresponding to a specific tilt angle with an erro-

neous defocus. The entire slice appears grainy, which is most prominent within the

missing wedge due to the smooth background. The carbon shells appear thicker, i.e.

more blurred. A variation of ±5.0 nm eases those imperfections (cf. figure 3.5b), al-

though being still observable, as e.g. the kinks on the outer shells (as indicated by the

white arrows). A variation of ±2.5 nm shows a minimum of those artefacts leading to

almost perfectly round and much smoother carbon shells (cf. figure 3.5c). Hence, the

shells itself appear now with much higher SNR and are less blurred. It can be con-

cluded that a defocus variation even up to ±7.5nm does under high dose conditions

preserve a resolution of 0.35nm. The lower the defocus variation during a tilt series,

the higher the SNR within the shell and the less streak artefacts appear. Therefore,

it can be concluded that the less dose is aimed to be applied, the more accurate the

defocus should be chosen throughout the tilt series acquisition.

3.3.2 Acquisition parameters by dose simulation: SNR and ti lt in-

crement

The overall dose consumption of a tomography experiment is minimized by determining

the minimum 2D-SNR of the projection image, to ensure a proper reconstruction quality

and the number of tilt angles, i.e. exposure images. Hence, tilt series are simulated

with a variable dose which has to be correctly simulated for a specific contrast and

dose level. Hence, the state-of-the-art additive dose simulation approach (cf. section

2.1.6) is compared with an approach which is more related to the physical nature of

electrons and the image formation within the TEM. Despite the sources of noise within

the camera itself (cf. section 2.1.6), the main contribution originates from the interaction

of the electron beam with the sample which is described by Poisson statistics.

Subsequent Monte-Carlo simulations are chosen to distribute electrons among the

initial image until the desired electron dose is reached. This initial image is character-

ized by a normalized histogram
∑n

ν=1 pν = 1 with respect to n bins of greyscales. The

number of electrons Nν = Kνpν contributing to greyscale ν are linearly related by a

proportionality factor K, which is obtained by conservation of the total electron number

in the image

Ntot =
n
∑

ν=1

Nν = K
n
∑

ν=1

pν .
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Figure 3.6: Dose simulation for optimal design of the experiment with respect to a min-
imum dose and optimal reconstruction quality: (a) test pattern with varying contrast of
−100% to 100% comparing the noise properties of the additive and the exact Monte-Carlo
approach; (b) additive noise shows independent of the dose level for increasing contrast a
rising (relative) error compared to the exact Monte Carlo scheme; (c) a reconstruction of the
nanotube test structure (tilt increment of 3◦) shows with the MC dose-simulation that a mini-
mum 2D-SNR of 2.8 is necessary in the projection image to resolve the carbon layers in 3D;
(d) due to this optimal 2D-SNR of 2.8 the experimental illumination dose can be adjusted ac-
cording to the obtained contrast (as indicated for unfiltered or zero-loss filtered imaging); (e)
reconstruction of the nanotube test structure with a 1

◦ tilt increment shows instead an optimal
carbon layer visibility for a minimum 2D-SNR of only 1.5, therefore, requiring less dose in one
projection image (cf. details in the text); (f) increasing the 2D-SNR of the projection images in-
creases the 3D-SNR depending on the tilt increment, e.g. 3◦ and 1

◦, whereas the latter shows
much higher SNR with respect to the former. (Please note that the reconstructions in (c,e) were
post-processed by a high-pass filter and gamma adjusted for visual enhancement.)
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An uniform distribution of

Nν = Ntot
νpν

∑n
µ=1 µpµ

electrons among the positions belonging to greyscale ν is straightforward within this for-

mulation of the problem. Nevertheless, interchanging spatial and temporal, i.e. increas-

ing number of impinging electrons, distribution of the electrons leads to an immense

reduction in computational time. Therefore, a fixed number of electrons is statistically

distributed within each run among the whole image.

State-of-the-art additive noise is applied by generating a noisy image with the

mean value related to the electron dose and the Poisson standard deviation. The

noisy image is added to the original image from which the vacuum intensity is sub-

tracted; the resulting image is obtained by shifting the vacuum intensity back to the

mean value calculated from the dose (cf. eq. (2.28)). This procedure represents the

noise of the vacuum correctly, however, as contrast varies within a real structure, ad-

ditive noise within the structure is scaled incorrectly. A test structure is used with an

experimentally feasible contrast range of −100% to 100%, to evaluate the difference

of the approaches with respect to dose and contrast level (cf. figure 3.6a). Indepen-

dent of the applied dose level additive noise and the heuristic approach show both an

increasing relative error compared to the exact Monte Carlo approach (cf. figure 3.6b).

Tomography simulations on nanotubes show for varying SNR that FSC and SSNR

(routines of the XMIPP package) show no significant difference. This confirms the

results of Penczek and Grant (Penczek and Grant, 2010) that these correlation ap-

proaches cannot be used to evaluate the dose dependence of the reconstruction qual-

ity. Hence, the SNR in 3D is estimated within a single slice in the same way as it is

generally done for 2D images.

Applying a varying dose on the tilt series of the 17 wall carbon nanotube with 3
◦ tilt

increment is used to estimate which dose is appropriate to resolve the carbon shells

(cf. figure 3.6c). Hereby it is determined that a minimum SNR of 2.8 is necessary to

resolve the carbon shells. As contrast and dose vary from experiment to experiment,

the SNR is the absolute value which is independent of the exact experimental setup

of the microscope. For each experiment the current contrast needs to be estimated,

which depends on the energy resolution of the gun, the imaging conditions and the

setup of the energy filter. Based on the measured value and the derived optimal SNR,

the operator can adjust the dose for acquisition of the tilt series in accordance to the

plot in figure 3.6d; calculated by the relation for the signal-to-noise ratio of SNR = c
√
d

based on contrast c and dose d (cf. eq. (2.27)).

In theory, using more projections should increase the reconstruction quality and

hence the SNR. Therefore, the 3D-SNR dependence of the 1
◦ and the 3

◦ case are
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compared by variation of the 2D-SNR of the projection images. For a tilt increment of

1
◦ an optimal 2D-SNR of only 1.5 is determined to resolve the carbon layers in 3D (cf.

figure 3.6e), whereas both tilt increments show a monotonically increasing 3D-SNR

(cf. figure 3.6f). Hence, as both curves do not intersect, the 1
◦ tilt increment is superior

due to its higher values for all 2D-SNR. The 3D-SNR is therefore evaluated within the

missing wedge in order to ensure that the contrast can be estimated for the full range

of SNR, as the carbon layer diminish for low SNR (3D-SNR = µ/σ, cf. eq. (2.26), µ the

mean value characterizing the signal and σ the standard deviation characterizing the

noise).

As the 1
◦ tilt increment is superior in reconstruction quality and requires a lower

2D-SNR, thus less dose within a single projection image, it remains to compare the

total dose of a tilt series experiment to the 3
◦ case with three times less projection

images. The total dose for both acquisition schemes is based for the 1
◦ tilt increment

scheme on 121 tilt angles and for the 3
◦ tilt increment scheme on 41 tilt angles. As the

latter defines the dose limit of the sample, the former has to show a lower or equal

dose consumption leading to (the index represents the tilt increment)

121 d1 ≤ 41 d3.

As the optimal SNR for both acquisition schemes implies a ratio of (SNR3

SNR1
)2 =

(2.8/1.5)2 = 3.5 = d3/d1, the total dose for the acquisition simplifies to

d1/d3 = 0.29 ≤ 41/121 = 0.34,

which shows due to the improved reconstruction that despite the higher amount of tilt

angles the 1
◦ tilt increment is beneficial with respect to the pure acquisition dose.

As each acquisition image needs to be focused and requires an additional amount

of dose, the total dose consumption extends with df1 = p1 d1, df3 = p3 d3 and p1,3 the

fraction of acquisition dose for focusing and stigmation to

121 (df1 + d1) ≤ 41 (df3 + d3)

121 d1(p1 + 1) ≤ 41 d3(p3 + 1)

p1 + 1

p3 + 1
≤ 41

121

d3
d1

= 1.19 .

(3.1)

This inequation holds true for all cases of p3 > 0 and the fraction of dose shows an

expense over p3 due to the factor 1.19.

The tilt series with 1
◦ tilt increment and three times more images is counterin-

tuitively less dose consuming, as the reconstruction benefits from the better angular
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation of the sample shrinkage during tilt series acquisition on the recon-
struction quality and definition of a criterion for experimental dose limit estimation: (a) atomic
nanotube model (reduced number of sidewalls for better visibility) to mimic the shrinkage of
carbon nanostructures under the electron beam over time t with respect to total shrinkage s
and tilt angle α; (b) for a total shrinkage of one carbon layer distance the reconstruction of
the nanotube test structure shows speckle artefacts (on the right side) and almost vanishing
layers (on the left side); (c) an overall shrinkage of only half a layer spacing shows less intense
artefacts and is defined as a reasonable criterion for beam damage dose threshold estimation.
(Please note that the reconstructions in (b,c) were post-processed by a high-pass filter and
gamma adjusted for visual enhancement.)

sampling in reciprocal space. However, this is only true for constant contrast, i.e. the

same experimental conditions. If the contrast cef (energy filtered) is for example re-

duced by switching off the energy filter cuf (unfiltered), relation (3.1) changes to

p1 + 1

p3 + 1
≤ 41

121

(

SNR3,ef

SNR1,uf

)2(
cuf
cef

)2

= 1.19

(

cuf
cef

)2

.

As the unfiltered contrast cuf mainly results in less than 92% of the filtered contrast

cef
1, the preceding discussion does not hold true any longer and the 3

◦ tilt increment

becomes superior with respect to dose.

3.3.3 Experimental dose limit criterion by sample shrinkag e sim-

ulation

A tomography tilt series acquisition requires that a sample preserves its structure under

the electron beam, as otherwise individual projection images would represent different

structures. Beam-sensitive materials show quite different reaction mechanisms (cf.

details section 3.4), e.g. shrinkage. Shrinkage becomes the most dominant effect (cf.

section 3.4.2) and is therefore discussed within this section.

1An energy filtered image of carbon nanostructures can lead to 55% contrast, whereas an unfiltered
image reduces contrast to only ∼ 5% representing a ratio of only 10%.
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A tilt series is generally acquired starting at a tilt angle α = 0
◦ towards negative

direction up to α = −60
◦ then tilting back to 0

◦ and continuing to α = 60
◦ (cf. figure

3.7), whereas in the meanwhile the sample shrinks over the entire tilt series isotropi-

cally by a specified ratio of the carbon layer distance. Hence, for simulating this effect

each projection within the sinogram is stretched proportional with respect to time. For

a total shrinkage of one carbon layer it can be shown (cf. figure 3.7b) that in one di-

rection (dashed line) spot-like artefacts occur which may be misinterpreted as atomic

contrast. Whereas the outer carbon layer fits to the perfect tilt series reconstruction

(spotted overlay at the outermost carbon layer) in one direction (dashed line), along

the conjugated direction (spotted line) slight curvature changes are observable result-

ing in a compression of the outermost layer. Furthermore, slight contrast variations

(at exemplified positions annotated by arrows) are observable near the horizontal axis

reducing the overall reconstruction quality.

In contrast, at a shrinkage of half a carbon layer distance (cf. figure 3.7c) spot-like

artefacts disappear, curvature changes are reduced and the contrast variations close

to the horizontal axis considerably minimized. Therefore, it can be concluded that

shrinkage of half a carbon layer distance is a reasonable criterion for beam damage

quantification ensuring a proper reconstruction quality. Hence, the overall allowable

dose for a tilt series acquisition for a nanostructure can be specified by a so called

dose series on a representative sample position (cf. next section).

3.4 Quantifying material-related dose-limits

In this section electron beam damage is studied in order to quantify the tolerable

dose which can be applied on a sample for tilt-series acquisition of carbon soot. C60

fullerenes encapsulated within carbon nanotubes (peapods) are used to illustrate pos-

sibilities arising by lowering the acceleration voltage from 80 kV to 20 kV. They are

chosen in contrast to nanotubes due to their higher sensitivity to the electron beam at

80 kV and in contrast to soot due to their geometric simplicity easing the quantification

process. The dose benefit is quantified and evaluated with respect to currently acces-

sible instrumentational means. The beam sensitivity of carbon soot is quantified at the

commonly available acceleration voltage of 80 kV by the half-layer shrinkage criterion

derived in the preceding section, and related to C60 fullerenes and carbon nanotubes

specifying the commensurate dose limit for tomography acquisition.
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Figure 3.8: Acceleration voltage and dose dependent radiation damage studied on C60

fullerenes encapsulated within double-walled carbon nanotubes at 80 kV and 20 kV: (a) atom-
ically resolved coalescence steps of fullerenes forming first di-and trimers after fullerenes ap-
proach each other and bonds break off at 80 kV (emphasized with atomic models below); (b)
dose series (cumulative dose is annotated in between (b) and (c)) with reduced dose rate com-
pared to (a) at 80 kV in order to quantify more precisely the coalescence thresholds showing first
fullerene coalescence at a dose of 1× 10

7 e−/nm2; (c) for 20 kV, only at a dose of 1× 10
9 e−/nm2

corresponding damage occurs, while the majority remains in its pristine state within a double-
walled carbon nanotube. Please note the higher delocalisation at 20 kV and that a contrast (for
definition see eq. (2.25) of 10% at 20 kV (monochromated and zero-loss filtered, excluding de-
localisation) compared to 6% at 80 kV can be gained (contrast is estimated by vertical linescans
across the tubes in (b) and (c), not shown).
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3.4.1 Electron-nucleus interaction dependent dose limit

The geometric simplicity qualifies C60@DWNT peapods for quantification of the chang-

ing mechanism of the chemical bonds between carbon atoms due to the energy trans-

fer of the electron beam. The knock-on threshold of carbon nanotubes (cf. section

2.4.5) is undercut by choosing an acceleration voltage of 80 kV and lower. In addition,

the π-electron system prevalent between neighbouring symmetrically shaped carbon

nanotube shells ensures that an ionized state induced by the electron beam interaction

is immediately neutralized. In contrast, due to the increased strain within the fullerenes

as well as the reversed curvature for two neighbouring fullerenes, the electron-nucleus

interaction is in that case not that strongly alleviated and triggers the difference of the

electron beam impact.

C60@DWNT peapod structures are studied in a FEI Titan for 80 kV and in the

ZEISS SALVE Libra for 20 kV (cf. figure 3.8). While nanotube walls remain intact

up to higher dose, fullerenes interact heavily among each other leading to coales-

cence already at a much lower dose level; neighbouring fullerenes get attracted and

bonds break off forming dimers, trimers, etc. (cf. figure 3.8a). After exposing the initial

C60@DWNT structure (cf. figure 3.8b,c top row) by a small (constant) dose rate in the

order of 1× 10
5 e−/nm2/s up to an electron dose of 1× 10

7 e−/nm2 at 80 kV, radiation

damage effects arise in the form of agglomeration and polymerization of the fullerenes,

whereas at the same dose at 20 kV fullerenes remain in their pristine state (cf. figure

3.8b,c, second row). After a cumulative dose of 1× 10
9 e−/nm2 almost all fullerenes get

damaged at 80 kV and start coalescing to form a third nanotube within the DWNT. At

20 kV with the same dose only very few structural changes are observable (cf. figure

3.8b,c, third row). This indicates that the electron beam damage is significantly slowed

down at 20 kV by a factor of approximately 100 times compared to 80 kV still preserving

a considerable amount of fullerenes for later investigation (Kaiser et al., 2011).

Additionally, contrast is increased considerably from 6% to 10% leading to an

astonishing benefit in additional images before observable damage occurs assum-

ing a constant SNR for acquisition. However, corresponding imaging conditions be-

come more strigent as the influence of the chromatic aberration over the spherical

aberration increases dramatically hampering signal transfer for necessary point-to-

point resolution. Moreover, the necessary focus precision is increased due to a lower

depth-of-focus DOF (theoretical calculations based on equation 1 in (Biskupek et al.,

2010) show for 3.4Å resolution a DOF80 kV = 55.3nm and approximately half for 20 kV

DOF20 kV = 26.9nm, respectively). As SALVE microscopes - with dedicated 20 kV align-

ments and necessary correctors for chromatic and spherical aberration - are not avail-

able so far for regular operation, the occurring radiation damage has to be minimized
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Figure 3.9: Time series of a Vulcan XC-72 carbon soot particle with platinum nanoparticles
defining the dose limit for a tomographic tilt-series (series is compensated for image shifts with
the nanoparticle in the upper left corner as a reference point): (a) initial exposure serving as
a reference; (b) after a cumulative dose of 3.1× 10

7 e−/nm2 the carbon layer in the upper right
corner has moved from its initial position (indicated by the filled white arrow) half of graphitic
layer distance of 0.35 nm (the shrinkage half-layer distance criterion of section 3.7) (unfilled
white arrows indicate further positions at which layers changed); (c) after a cumulative dose of
6.4× 10

7 e−/nm2 the nanoparticle has moved one third of its diameter from its initial position (in-
dicated by the white circle) precluding a tomographic reconstruction of the nanoparticle either,
whereupon the indicated carbon layer(s) shrinked further compared to (a).

by other means.

3.4.2 Dose limit for carbon soot at 80 kV

Carbon soot shows a higher structural complexity than peapods and shrinks in size dur-

ing intense illumination (cf. figure 3.9). Hence, the electron beam damage threshold

is quantified by the derived shrinkage half-layer criterion of section 3.3.3. As men-

tioned before the cumulative dose is estimated by a time series with constant dose

rate between individual images. As illustrated in figure 3.9, this threshold appears at

3.1× 10
7 e−/nm2 indicated on the upper right corner (cf. figure 3.9b, white filled arrow),

whereas at several other positions (unfilled arrows) layers have changed as well. At ap-

proximately twice the cumulative dose the platinum nanoparticles change their position

obviously by one third of their diameter (cf. figure 3.9c, the white circle indicates its ini-

tial position), likewise defining the limit for a successful reconstruction for low-resolution

nanoparticle investigation.

Compared to the peapod quantification in section 3.4.1, the complexity of carbon

layers within a soot particle shows on the one hand intermediate levels of curvatures

and on the other hand a surrounding which provides better energy transfer. Whereas

individual carbon layers seem to resist electron beam interactions, it is the weakest

configuration within a soot particle which defines the success of the tilt series acqui-
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sition. Thus, the deposited dose has to be minimized and carefully distributed among

the tilt series by a minimum dose protocol.

3.5 High-resolution, minimum-dose tomography ac-

quisition

In this section the experimental protocol is developed to acquire a tomography tilt se-

ries with minimum-dose requirements. The microscope setup is described using two

cameras due to post-column energy filtering as a new approach to ease acquisition ef-

forts. Astigmatism is studied with respect to temporal drift or systematic influences on

the imaging conditions. In contrast to existing automatic focusing and stigmation rou-

tines at micrometre defocus in biological electron tomography, an automatic focusing

and stigmation module is developed for correction with the respective HRTEM accu-

racy near Scherzer-focus. The overall dose benefit of this automatic routine is then

evaluated for improved tilt series acquisition resulting in an experimental protocol.

3.5.1 Controlling the microscope for minimum-dose acquisi tion

The state-of-the-art procedure of low-dose imaging (cf. section 2.2.2) requires beam-

shift calibrations for the magnification changes necessary to switch between tracking at

low magnification and focusing/acquiring at high magnification. In contrast, the 15 times

post-magnification of a (post-column) imaging filter (GIF, Gatan Imaging Filter) can be

used at a single magnification for the entire procedure (cf. figure 3.10a). Hence, the

pre-GIF camera is used for tracking and the post-GIF camera is used for focusing/stig-

mating and acquiring. However, the two cameras share offsets in x and y direction

along the column, which are incorporated within an annotation box to support the op-

erator visually in the exact positioning of the region of interest within the large field of

view (cf. figure 3.10b, c). Tracking is generally performed in continuous imaging mode,

focusing and stigmation can be used in single imaging mode for automatic measure-

ment purposes (cf. section 3.5.3) and acquisition is operated in a single imaging mode

(cf. figure A.2 in the appendix, p. 105).

All modes have pre-defined camera (exposure time, binning and read-out-area),

magnification and illumination conditions in common (cf. figure 3.10d); for live situa-

tions, such as tracking and for manual focusing and stigmation, a shorter time interval,

e.g. 0.2 s to 0.5 s, is used than for single-frame imaging with 1.0 s. Whereas the dose

rate can be adjusted for a constant spotsize by spreading the beam, generally a larger

area than necessary needs to be illuminated as the excitation of the objective lense
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Figure 3.10: Automatic microscope control for minimum dose tilt series acquisition: (a) scheme
depicting the usage of pre- and post-GIF cameras to benefit from 15x post-magnification of
the latter reducing any efforts related to magnification changes during a tilt series acquisition,
while the beam blanker is switched on and off automatically in between each task to reduce
illumination, and using different beam settings for optimized dose consumption; (b) tracking is
performed at a magnification of 38 k on the pre-GIF CCD with an intensity setting resulting in
a dose rate of ∼ 1× 10

3 e−/nm2 for faint visibility of the object, short exposure time of 0.2 s at
full read out and an optionally visible white box indicating the field-of-view for later acquisition;
(c) focusing/stigmation as well as acquiring are performed at the final magnification of 1.2M
with an energy-filter slit width of 10 eV, a high dose rate and 1 s exposure time; (d) available
microscope settings (exemplified for tracking) such as camera (exposure time, binning, read-
out area), magnification and illumination intensity; (e) illumination parameters to adjust doserate
and beam diameter require a look-up-table to store the intensity settings for a specific spotsize
(each line corresponding to an individual spotsize providing higher beam currents for lower
spotsizes) and beam diameter which can be recalled for minimum illuminated area reducing
sample drift; (f) in combination with the camera settings as well as the automated beam blanker
the totally deposited dose during a tilt series acquisition procedure is monitored splitted for
tracking, focusing, stigmating and acquiring.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: Parasitic changes in astigmatism (amplitude A1 and astigmatism angle φ) due
to temporal drift and tilting: (a) exemplified temporal change of astigmatism during 1 hour
on amorphous carbon mimicking changes in a tilt series experiment of equivalent time; (b)
astigmatism is altered with respect to the tilt angle (irrespective of the chosen tomography
holder) in addition to the temporal drift indicated at 0◦ by the redundant value.

can reduce the illuminated area (cf. figure 3.10e). Furthermore, the spotsize can be

increased and the illumination spread reduced in order to keep the illuminated area

constant. Therefore, the illuminated area can be minimized to reduce sample drift.

Forcing a fixed illumination area, however, provides only single valued solutions for the

intensity settings due to the discrete spotsize values and requires to minimize spotsize

dependent beam shifts.

In biological tomography such spot-dependent illumination is used in combination

with a large beam shift to move the small beam away from the region of interest for

focus adjustment. However, for aberration corrected high-resolution imaging this would

induce considerable astigmatism on the one hand, while on the other hand the changes

in the sample height are larger than the required focusing accuracy. Adjustments of

imaging conditions, such as focusing and stigmation, need to be performed right within

the region of interest. In total, all these tasks are synchronized with the beam blanker

in order to minimize and monitor the deposited dose during exposure (cf. figure 3.10f).

Therefore, the passed time is measured continuously and the dose rate is estimated

for each task before starting the tilt series acquisition.

3.5.2 Necessity for astigmatism correction

Due to instabilities in the electric current, magnetic lenses are fluctuating and chang-

ing the focal length of the objective lense over time. This temporal drift results in focus

changes as well as rising astigmatism altering the imaging conditions (cf. figure 3.11a).
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Astigmatism amplitude A1 increases linearly with time with small, unpredictable oscilla-

tions. The astigmatism angle φ can drop after a short time dramatically and continues

to drift further.

Moreover, changes of astigmatism may be observable while altering the tilt an-

gle due to residual magnetic stray fields caused by the goniometre (cf. figure 3.11b).

Whereas tilting to negative angles shows the same drop in astigmatism angle after

a short time, as discussed in the previous paragraph, the magnitude increases pre-

dominantly towards negative angles. In contrast, tilting to positive angles shows less

changes in magnitude but a similar dependence. The redundant value at zero degree

tilt shows the temporal drift when tilting back from negative angle to the initial angle.

In addition, tests on three different holder geometries (single tilt Fischione tomography

holder 2020, rotation tilt Fischione tomography holder 2000 and Hummingbird FIB to-

mography holder without a cup) show no difference in the tilt angle dependence. As

the astigmatism amplitude and angle dependence vary from experiment to experiment,

any application of a predictor is prohibited. Hence, each tilt angle needs to be corrected

individually due to the temporal and systematic drift in astigmatism.

The CEOS aberration correction software measures focus and astigmatism (cf.

section 2.1.5) and enables to correct for astigmatism within a defined accuracy regime,

however, at a magnification dependent large under-focus. This pattern recognition pro-

cedure covers up to 12 Thon rings, which can be also hyperbola-shaped, in order to

enable a tuning procedure for large magnitudes of aberrations (Uhlemann and Haider,

1998). However, experience shows that this precludes the possibility to use the cor-

rector software for near focus applications approaching a single visible Thon ring and

thus enabling a much higher sensitivity for focus and astigmatism measurement and

correction as derived in the next section.

3.5.3 Automatic Focusing and Stigmation (AFS) module

In section 3.3.1 it has been found that a continuously precise adjusted focus increases

the contrast in the reconstruction. Hence, the benefit of an automatic focusing/stigma-

tion routine would be two-fold: first, the reconstruction quality is improved, and second

the overall dose during a tilt series acquisition is reduced as less images are required

for image condition adjustment. It is necessary to adjust the imaging conditions in-

termittently at each tilt angle, as tilting the sample causes changes in z-position (cf.

section 2.2.2) and the temporal drift alters the astigmatism (cf. section 3.5.2).

Within the following sections a module is developed for an automatic adjustment of

focus and astigmatism aiming at aberration corrected HRTEM accuracies. In contrast

to available aberration correction routines (Uhlemann and Haider, 1998; Barthel and
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Thust, 2011), which require high defocus at regions of amorphous carbon and far away

from the region of interest, this approach works near Scherzer focus and enables to

adjust the final imaging conditions with high accuracy within the region of interest.

3.5.3.1 Mathematical framework for focus and astigmatism c orrection

Amorphous carbon-like structures are ideal candidates to probe the PCTF parameters.

Carbon soot can be considered as comparable to amorphous carbon with respect to its

diffractogram characteristics to estimate the PCTF. The intensity of the diffractogram

Idf (q) is found to be very well represented by the theoretical contribution of the PCTF

(cf. eq. (2.10) in section 2.1.4) and an additional empirically found background term:

Idf (q) =
∣

∣F
{

|F−1 {Ψe(q) · PCTF (q) · Et(q) ·MTF (q)} |2
}
∣

∣

2
+ rdfbackground (3.2)

with the temporal envelope Et(q) (cf. eq. (2.11)) and the MTF of the camera (cf. section

2.1.6), whereas the spatial envelope is negligible for aberration corrected microscopes

(cf. section 2.13). The background term has been evaluated to be well described by

the electron scattering factor for carbon in the Kirkland approximation by rdfbackground =

(f carbon
e (q))2 (cf. equation 2.1). The PCTF itself (cf. eq. (2.8)) is described by

χ(q) = πλ (f̄ + γA1) q
2 +

1

2
πλ3Cs q

4 ,

which is based on the wave aberration function including astigmatism (γ = ±1).

With the knowledge of the PCTF shape the parameters focus f̄ , astigmatism ampli-

tude A1 and (azimuthal) astigmatism angle φ - with respect to a reference angle θ

of the aberration corrector- are calculated from the phaseplate. The phaseplate is

decomposed into its basic components of Zernicke polynomials by equations (2.21)

to (2.23) in section 2.1.5, which are found to correspond to the amplitudes ŝ for the

stigmator user controls xs and ys of the image aberration corrector (cf. figure 3.12a)

xs = ŝ cos(2θ − 2φ)

ys = ŝ sin(2θ − 2φ).
(3.3)

Whereas several extrema of the diffractogram, which are obtained at high underfo-

cus, are generally used to obtain the PCTF parameters, it is determined in the following

that the first PCTF zero evolves to be sufficient for defocus and astigmatism correc-

tion. The exact solution for the first frequency of the PCTF zero obeys the condition
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Figure 3.12: Mathematical framework for automatic Thon-ring detection on amorphous struc-
tures, especially carbon-like, measuring and correcting for focus and astigmatism: (a) with the
identified parameters (astigmatism angle φ, principal axis frequencies q1, and q2) defocus and
astigmatism can be calculated and decoupled in the way the Zernicke polynomials are mathe-
matically described in order to adjust the stigmator controls xs and ys of the microscope; (b) the
linearization of the mathematical description of the first CTF zero frequency is appropriate for
higher defocus than the ultimately restriction of the carbon 2.9 1/nm passband; (c) based on this
mathematical description the obtainable accuracy for focusing can be estimated depending on
the amount of focus (the number of available Thon-rings are exemplified by the insets) and pixel
size (decreasing from blue to black with magnification changing vice versa) indicating an accu-
racy of approximately 1 nm for normal operation; (d) the obtainable accuracy for astigmatism,
which is for normal operation less than 0.5 nm.
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χ(q) = nπ and is calculated to

q2 = − f̄ + γ A1

λ2Cs

(

1±
√

1 +
2 λCs

(f̄ + γ A2
1)

)

. (3.4)

Linearizing the square root in order to calculate the spatial frequencies until first order

leads to the only physical relevant solution for the two (reciprocal) foci

q1,2 =
1

√

λf̄

(

1± 1

2

A1

f̄

)

(3.5)

on the stigmator principal axes. Whereas equation (3.4) can be solved numerically ex-

act, the linearization in equation (3.5) is shown to be sufficient for defocus values larger

than approximately 30nm for a spherical aberration of maximal Cs = 20µm (cf. figure

3.12b). The carbon-carbon distance shows at (0.34nm)−1 = 2.9 1/nm in the diffrac-

togram a characteristic ring. Whenever the first Thon ring is within the characteristic

carbon ring, which is experimentally easy to check, the linearization approach holds

true for the following correction approach. Based on the linearized equations (3.5) for

the two (reciprocal) foci, the corresponding focus is calculated to

q1 + q2
2

=
1

√

λf̄

f̄ =
1

λ

(

q1 + q2
2

)

−2

(3.6)

and astigmatism is calculated to

q1 − q2
2

=
1√
λ

A1

f̄ 3/2

A1 =
1

λ

q1−q2
2

( q1+q2
2

)3
(3.7)

based on the measurements q1,2 on the two stigmator axis (cf. figure 3.12a).

Based on this mathematical framework the achievable accuracy can be estimated

assuming a single pixel measurement accuracy in reciprocal space. This results for

both defoci values in eq. (3.6) and astigmatism in eq. (3.7) in an error of maximal

one pixel in q. This leads to an enhanced defocus sensitivity of about 1nm and less,

approaching Scherzer focus and choosing the appropriate magnification/pixelsize (cf.

figure 3.12c). In the same manner the astigmatism sensitivity improves, while ap-

proaching Scherzer focus or the characteristic carbon ring, leading to a typical accu-

racy of about 0.5nm (cf. figure 3.12d). At approximately 60 nm underfocus a single
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Automatic detection of diffractogram minima based on smoothing the original
data, removing background and calculating zero-crossing from gradient processed data: (a)
zero-crossings are searched for the first minimum which is then selected for parabola fitting
on the original unprocessed data to estimate the exact spatial frequency for the first minimum,
which is well pronounced for larger underfocus; (b) in contrast a less defocused diffractogram
shows the first minimum less pronounced, however, the proposed algorithm ensures detection
among the whole defocus range approaching Scherzer focus.

Thon-ring is observable which enables to measure focus and astigmatism. Enhancing

the focus and astigmatism sensitivity means to tend towards Scherzer focus, which was

determined to be limited by the characteristic carbon ring at 2.91/nm which overlays

the CTF. Practically the defocus has to be adjusted to a smaller value than ultimately

possible, as the MTF of the camera as well as the temporal envelope both damp the

signal considerably. In conclusion, this leads to a required underfocus greater than

30nm. Practically, for the first visible Thon ring an ultimate focus sensitivity of 0.5nm

and astigmatism sensitivity of 0.2nm become achievable.

As the PCTF is convoluted with the exit wave, the observed minimum does not

exactly correspond to the PCTF minimum at small defocus, thus, an absolute mea-

surement of focus would not be possible.

3.5.3.2 Automatic diffractogram analysis

The diffractogram analysis aims at the identification of the astigmatism angle φ and the

resulting minima positions q1,2 along the identified principal axes, in order to calculate

focus and astigmatism accordingly. Verification measurements on amorphous carbon

and carbon soot structures have shown that the derived scheme, which is outlined in

the following, fulfills the requisites for reliably and robustly measure q1,2 and φ:

• the central intensity peak in the diffractogram is removed by a high-pass filter
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• the major axis of the astigmatism and hence the astigmatism angle is detected

by rotational cross-correlation (cf. eq. (2.24) in section 2.1.5)

• two extended regions along the major and minor axis are averaged over a speci-

fied region and the linescans of the diffractogram are obtained (black line in figure

3.13)

• the resulting linescans of the diffractogram are smoothed by a moving average

(red line in figure 3.13)

• the linescan is background subtracted (red dashed line in figure 3.13) by least

square fitting the square of the electron scattering factor for carbon as a function

of the first Born approximation (cf. section 2.1.3) to the experimental data (cf. eq.

(3.2) on page 78)

• in order to detect the minima a discrete gradient is calculated on the smoothed

data (black dashed line in figure 3.13) and afterwards searched for the reasonable

first minimum (second green line in figure 3.13), thus minimizing failure due to

noise and identifying peaks within the first maximum

• this serves as a first guess which is then refined on the original data by least

square fitting a parabola due to the squared dependency of q within χ(q)

• obtaining the two values for q1 and q2 focus and astigmatism can be calculated

based on equations (3.6) and (3.7) and finally used for correction with the cali-

bration of (3.3).

This scheme is implemented within MATLAB (Matlab, 2011) and compiled to a shared

library accessible by DigitalMicrograph (Gatan, 2011) for online processing on the mi-

croscope.

3.5.3.3 Adjusting imaging conditions by auto-focus

Based on equation (3.6) the diffractogram defocus represented by the Thon ring posi-

tion q1,2 is calibrated versus physical defocus of the objective lense f̄ by

f̄ = κf

(

q1 + q2
2

)

−2

.

The calibrations are obtained by linear regression plotting f̄ versus ( q1+q2
2

)−2 leading

to κf = −269629.41 ± 1.00 (κf is a unique number which is only valid for the current

TEM and calibrations, hence, it has to be determined separately for other systems).
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As defocus is drifting during calibration, the initial focus value is again measured at the

end and used for a linear drift compensation.

Focus correction ∆f̄ is calculated by the finally aimed focus f̄0 = κf/q̄
2
0, which com-

monly would represent the focus nearby the characteristic carbon ring (q0 < 2.91/nm),

and the actual focus f̄ = κf/q
2

∆f̄ = f̄ − f̄0 = κf

(

1

q̄2
− 1

q̄20

)

(3.8)

with q̄ = q1 + q2.

The calculation of errors leads to an accuracy estimation of the defocus correction

(cf. details eq. (A.1) in the appendix, p. 107)

∆(∆f̄)

∆f̄
=

∆κf

κf

+ 2

(

1 +
f̄0
∆f̄

)

∆q̄

q̄
+ 2

f̄0
∆f̄

∆q̄0
q̄0

resulting in a contribution of the calibration obtained from the standard error of the linear

fit for κf and the Thon ring measurement. ∆q̄ and ∆q̄0 are reasonably estimated to be

limited to 1px irrespectively of the shape of the minimum. Whereas focus calibration

can be repeated several times to increase the accuracy, systematic limitations such

as a wrong pixelsize calibration remain. Hence, it is recommended that the camera is

calibrated not with a standard gold gross grating, but with a MAG*I*CALTM calibration

sample, which enables to calibrate up to the very high magnifications used in high-

resolution work. In addition, using cameras with a smaller physical pixelsize, e.g. a

4k x 4k instead of 1k x 1k camera, would increase the measurement accuracy.

3.5.3.4 Adjusting imaging conditions by auto-stigmation

Based on equation (3.6) the real astigmatism is calibrated versus the physical stigmator

control (xs and ys) by the amplitude of both denoted with ŝ (cf. figure 3.14a). A strictly

linear behavior is obtained with a zero intercept. Nevertheless, it has been experimen-

tally found that between positive and negative ranges for x-, and y-stigmators has to

be distinguished, which indicates an inhomogeneous magnetic field in the objective

stigmator quadrupole lenses. In addition, it has been derived that the slope, i.e. the

sensitivity of the stigmator with respect to astigmatism amplitude, is focus dependent,

thus, κA needs to be calibrated against defocus showing a linear behavior (cf. figure
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.14: Astigmatism calibration for automatic correction: (a) converting the measured
astigmatism into values for the stigmator controls requires a calibration of κA at a specific focus
based on equation (3.9); (b) the κA calibration shows a focus dependence and a considerable
difference for positive and negative stigmator controls (cf. eq. (3.10)); (c) the stigmator controls
xs and ys show larger errors the more the astigmatism angle φ deviates from the reference
angle θ as depicted by the relative error (cf. eq. (3.11)); (d) the q-measurement shows a higher
accuracy at smaller defocus depicted by the relative error contribution (the insets exemplify the
Thon-rings for corresponding q) (cf. eq. (3.12)).
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3.14b)

ŝ = κA

q1−q2
2

(

q1+q2
2

)3 := κAqA (3.9)

κA(f̄) = κAf f̄ + κA0 (3.10)

with κAf,pos = 5.33± 0.30 and κAf,neg = 8.19± 0.25 as well as κA0,pos = 2493.5± 4.7 and

κA0,neg = 2351.1±3.3, respectively. The AFS calibration is applicable for magnifications

different from the one used for calibration purposes by quadratic scaling with the re-

spective pixel size. Hence, the AFS module becomes usable for live-stigmation on a

much smaller region of interest as well.

Both calibrations are error estimated by linear regression RMS values for

slope and intercept. Based on the stigmator calibration the obtainable ac-

curacy is estimated by error analysis. The errors in stigmator controls xs

and ys depend on the contributions of the astigmatism amplitude ŝ and the

astigmatism angle φ (cf. details eq. (A.2) in the appendix, p. 107):

∆xs

xs
=

∆ŝ

ŝ
+ 2 tan(2θ − 2φ)(∆φ+∆θ)

∆ys
ys

=
∆ŝ

ŝ
+ 2 tan−1(2θ − 2φ)(∆φ+∆θ)

(3.11)

The error in astigmatism angle determination (depicted in figure 3.14c) is large ex-

actly on the stigmator axis (at φ = 0
◦ and 45

◦) and small for both xs and ys simul-

taneously in the region of ±22.5◦, i.e. exactly between both stigmator axis. The er-

ror of the stigmator amplitude is influenced by the error from the calibration of κAf

and κA0 as well as the measurement of the astigmatism qA (cf. eq. (3.7)). The

first two are provided by the statistical properties of the linear fit of the data in fig-

ure 3.14b and can be optimized for a larger amount of data points, whereas exper-

iments show that a number of 5 data points is sufficient for a calibration at an in-

dividual focus (cf. figure 3.14a). Calculation of errors for the stigmator amplitude

∆ŝ = 8
|q1 − q2|
(q1 + q2)5

∆κAf + 4
|q1 − q2|
(q1 + q2)3

∆κA0

+
1

2q4

(

κAf

q
+ 16κA0q

)

∆q
(3.12)

shows that the contributions due to the calibration for κAf and κA0 (first line) vanish

for q1 ' q2, and are calculated for q1 6= q2 to be in the order of 1× 10
−5 and 1× 10

−4,

respectively. The contribution of the astigmatism measurement is simplified for q1 ' q2

(cf. eq. (3.12) second line; cf. details eq. (A.3) in the appendix, p. 107) and shows
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superior contribution over the two former contributions due to the large magnitude de-

picted in figure 3.14d. Thus, the smaller the focus, i.e. the larger q, the less the error

of the astigmatism measurement, which is beneficial together with the result from fig-

ure 3.12c,d that the smaller the focus the higher the sensitivity of the astigmatism and

focus measurement and correction.

3.5.4 Accuracy and dose benefit of the AFS-module

(a) (b)

acquire image

measure f, A
1

correct f, A
1

apply f
offset

A
1
=0, f=f

0

tracking

acquiring

(c)

Figure 3.15: Scheme and dose benefit of the Auto-Focus-Stigmation (AFS) module: (a) the
AFS module calculates a diffractogram out of an at underfocus foffset acquired image, mea-
sures and corrects focus f and astigmatism A1 , φ with the stored calibrations until the operator
decides that the conditions are met in order to apply the focus offset −foffset for final acquisi-
tion; (b) the AFS converges within two steps to the measurement precision (indicated by the
circle) on amorphous carbon and carbon soot structures independent of the initial astigmatism
as depicted by the initial and final stigmator controls (varied in a star shape manner covering
the whole astigmatism range); (c) the total dose effort for a tilt series of 41 tilts is considerably
reduced by the application of the AFS module as only 2 images are necessary in contrast to
∼ 20 for a manual correction, whereas for both manual and automatic a similar SNR is required
to envisage a single Thon-ring.

The exemplified estimation of focus and two-fold astigmatism could be in principle

extended to correct for second order aberrations (predominantly coma but three-fold

astigmatism as well). Hence, a uniformly flat region would be required, as focus and

astigmatism would have to be measured across a large field of view. However, within

the field of view this would be only feasible for graphene, but not for nanotubes and

carbon soot. In contrast, aberration correctors, which would enable to shift the field

of view without introduction of new aberrations, allow to move to a nearby flat region

and apply the developed AFS protocol for near Scherzer measurements away from the
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region of interest.

The physical defocus for final imaging fimg is stored together with the defocus

pre-set f̄0 (cf. eq. (3.8)) for AFS correction ensuring a single Thon ring as near as

possible to the 2.91/nm carbon ring (cf. figure 3.15a). This results in a physical focus

offset foffset = fimg − f̄0, which is applied when the AFS correction has succeeded in

eliminating astigmatism and reaching the aimed for focus. Storing these focus values

has to be performed within a short time-interval in order to minimize focus-drift. Then,

the diffractogram of the acquired image is calculated and the focus and astigmatism

measured due to the procedure in section 3.5.3.2 corrected according to the procedure

in sections 3.5.3.3 and 3.5.3.4.

The practical application of this scheme shows that the overall convergence de-

pends on the chosen defocus for correction. For regular operation within a hundred

nanometre defocus this scheme converges after two steps of correction (cf. figure

3.15b). However, for very large defocus of several hundreds of nanometre three steps

are required until the pre-set is reached. After the focus pre-set is gained the focus off-

set is applied reaching the final focus for imaging fimg = f̄0 + foffset. Furthermore, this

straightforward application within two steps of defocus correction leads to an overall

benefit in the astigmatism correction as the sensitivity is improved while approaching

the focus pre-set (cf. figure 3.12d).

The benefit of the AFS module in comparison to a traditional manual approach is

assessed by the required time for tracking, focusing, stigmating and acquiring (cf. figure

3.15c). As the dose rates for focusing and stigmating are the same for the manual and

automatic procedures respectively, comparison of time does not introduce any implicit

dependence in the comparison of both approaches. Whereas tracking efforts are the

same for both approaches, the AFS approach retrieves focus and astigmatism within

a single image in parallel, while in manual mode focusing and stigmating is performed

serially and fully independent. In manual mode one has to turn with one stigmator the

ellipse onto one stigmator-axis and then change magnitude using the corresponding

stigmator. Focus or astigmatism are often not set properly at first try, thus the dose

consumption increases as this error is observed only on the finally acquired image.

In contrast, due to the good convergence of the AFS approach, only two images are

necessary which leads to a huge improvement in time and dose consumption. Hence,

it becomes possible to calculate the appropriate dose rates for the individual tasks of a

tilt series acquisition with the number of tilt angles, two neccesary images for imaging

condition adjustment and the experimentally determined dose limit of the sample (cf.

section 3.4).
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3.5.5 Acquisition protocol for high-resolution minimum do se to-

mography

In the following it is outlined how to set up the microscope, the minimum dose module

in figure 3.10 and the AFS module in figure 3.15 for high-resolution minimum dose

electron tomography:

a.) Set up the gun with a low extraction voltage of 2000V in order to reduce the

transversal Boersch effect of the gun and partly reduce the lateral extent of the

emission area. Reduce the gun lense in order to move the virtual source towards

the tip and further increase the spatial coherence. Reduce the number of beam

cross-overs using a two-condenser mode only, hence minimizing the longitudinal

Boersch effect reducing the energy width of the electron beam and optimizing the

temporal coherence (Meyer et al., 2000).

b.) The stage is adjusted to eucentric height either by (coarse) stage wobbeling or

more precisely calculating z-shifts from lateral shifts.

c.) Tune aberration corrector on this height after adjusting beam shift, rotation cen-

tre and pivot-points to this objective lense excitation; this requires that eucentric

focus and eucentric stage height do not differ too much, otherwise the objective

lense shows critical nonlinearities deteriorating imaging conditions during tilting.

Furthermore, this ensures that the coma-free point of the objective lense stays

properly adjusted within the corrector.

d.) Adjust stage z-height during acquisition, if the objective defocus exceeds ∼
±300nm for refocusing. Within this range of focus the size of the object of in-

terest changes only by ∼ 0.15nm and the dose rate changes only by a factor of

1.14 due to the two-condenser mode.

e.) Tune the energy filter and adjust the energy slit to 10eV.

f.) The beam is set for a magnification of 56 000 and tracking is performed on the pre-

GIF CCD. The dose rate for focusing, stigmation and acquisition are set together

with the camera parameters.

g.) Parametrize the AFS module: define the final focus for acquisition and store the

value. Define the defocus offset for visibility of the first Thon ring.
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3.6 Structural quantification of Vulcan XC-72 3D-

graphitization

Based on the experimental minimum dose protocol of section 3.5 it is now experimen-

tally feasible to obtain a tilt-series of beam-sensitive carbon soot (cf. figure 3.16a). By

application of the high-resolution alignment from section 3.2.3 it is possible to improve

the carbon layer reconstruction in comparison to state-of-the-art alignment strategies

(cf. figure 3.16b,c). It is hence possible to achieve with optimized reconstruction pa-

rameters for the first time a resolution of 0.35nm in 3D as discussed in section 3.2.2

(Leschner et al., 2010). It becomes possible to study carbon layer configurations with

∼ 0.35nm layer distance of application relevant Vulcan XC-72 (ETeK Inc.) acting as a

support for catalytically active platinum nanoparticles (here with 20wt% platinum). Fur-

thermore, it becomes then possible to quantify the carbon layer configurations in 3D by

layer distance, fringe length and tortuosity. The state-of-the-art 2D measurements are

assessed and compared with the 3D measurements. In addition, these measures can

now be correlated with the three-dimensional position within the soot particle to study

and elucidate its compositional variations.

3.6.1 Structural variation of carbon layers within soot

The proposed protocol is verified by comparison of a two-dimensional projection with

the corresponding position within the three-dimensional object (cf. figure 3.16d,e). This

proves that the obtained carbon layers in 3D are not a product of artefacts, but originate

from the original object. Furthermore, it becomes obvious by a linescan across the

carbon layers in figure 3.16(d,e) that the carbon layer configuration shows a variation

as different layer spacings can be measured (cf. figure 3.16f). Moreover, a difference in

position and separation from 2D to 3D can be observed, which is attributed to projection

artefacts and is more thoroughly investigated in section 3.6.4.

It is found that the three-dimensional nature of carbon layer configurations can be

studied and elucidated. Carbon layers surround nanoparticles smoothly and act as a

tight support (cf. figure 3.17a). Hence, nanoparticles are tightly anchored and may

not change or loose position during chemical reaction cycles (cf. section 2.4.3). Other

regions within the soot particle comprise either partly irregular or mostly regular car-

bon layers around nanoparticles (cf. figure 3.17b). The carbon layer distance is almost

constant nearby the nanoparticle, whereas it becomes disordered for larger distances.

Carbon layers within the interior of the soot particle show areas with higher disorder

(cf. figure 3.17c). As depicted, two graphitic-like regions merge together encompass-

ing a middle part with highly tortuous carbon layers. Thus, the entire soot particle
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Figure 3.16: Accessing the three-dimensional structure of Vulcan XC-72 carbon soot with plat-
inum nanoparticles in high-resolution by the proposed protocol: (a) Images of the zero-loss
filtered bright-field TEM tilt series for a tilt-range of ±57

◦ and 3
◦ tilt increment acquired with the

minimum dose protocol of section 3.5 achieving a total dose of 3.0× 10
7 e−/nm2 (carbon lay-

ers are black); (b,c) comparison of a standard alignment (on the left) and the proposed iterative
self-consistent alignment procedure of section 3.2.3 (on the right) revealing smoother and more
distinct carbon layers, e.g. at the bottom tip of the soot particle as indicated in (a) (carbon layers
are white); (d) enlarged projection view from the 2D HRTEM tilt-series of (a) (carbon layers are
black); (e) section through the 3D volume at the same position as in (d) proving a correct re-
construction (carbon layers are white due to inversion prior to reconstruction); (f) the linescans
depicted in (d) and (e) show that at least a 0.32 nm layer spacing is experimentally resolved by
electron tomography and that the carbon layers show throughout the volume deviations from
the average value.
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Figure 3.17: Accessing the carbon layer configuration in the 3D volume of the Vulcan XC-72
soot particle: (a) regularly bended layers tightly encompassing a platinum nanoparticle; (b) long
and short bended layers surrounding the particle in combination with curled layers resulting in
occasionally larger inter layer spacing; (c) two regularly arranged regions merge while encom-
passing a region of higher disorder; (d) reconstructed and visualized (iso-surface rendered)
volume revealing the platinum particles (orange) distributed among the carbon soot particle
(blue), which can be accessed in more detail now (cf. white carbon layers depicted within the
additional slice) enabling to study the carbon layer configuration as well as the composition
near catalytically active nanoparticles as in a-c.
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imparts a variation of ultramicroporous carbon layer configurations while resulting in a

several tenths of nanometre large particle (cf. figure 3.17d). With the 3D visualization

techniques it is hence possible to study the three-dimensional soot particle at individ-

ual positions. It is the object of the next sections to develop and assess a protocol to

quantify this complex configuration by a set of reliable measures.

3.6.2 Image processing for ultramicroporous measurements

In order to access the ultramicroporosity by quantifying the carbon layer configurations,

it is necessary to binarize the carbon support. This binary representation leads to

porosity measurements and is processed by common image processing algorithms

dedicated to layer distance, fringe length and tortuosity measurements. Each measure

requires different processing steps which are outlined in the following, together with the

appropriate binarization approach.

Binarization of carbon layers

The reconstructed volume shows a smooth intensity distribution/histogram, with the

characteristic kink at an intensity of ∼ 0.4 (cf. figure 3.18a), which corresponds to a

proper selection of the carbon phase (cf. figure 3.18b). Whereas nanoparticles and

carbon layers are related to distinct areas within the histogram, its smoothness pre-

vents a strict threshold criteria to select two phases: nanoparticles and carbon. The

histogram varies, in addition, from volume segment to volume segment due to local

fluctuations of the volume intensity. Those fluctuations originate mainly from recon-

struction artefacts due to diffraction contrast nearby larger nanoparticles which leads

to a smearing of the carbon layer intensity along distinct projection angles. For regions

with carbon layers only, the isotropic point-spread-function of ART and the optimal

crosstalk, as determined in section 3.2.2, leads to a constant histogram throughout the

volume segment and eases the binarization step. For regions where a single threshold

is non-obligatory, one can choose a reasonable threshold for most of the carbon layers,

which allows only a small region to be degraded and not thoroughly represented (cf.

figure 3.18b). Multi-level thresholding is necessary, nevertheless manual interaction af-

terwards is obligatory. It is a question of the layer configuration and the reconstruction,

whether a pure manual segmentation is preferable.

Processing carbon layers for binary measurements

In order to access each carbon layer individually, the binarized carbon layers are num-

bered by run-length encoding initial images and assigning equivalence classes (Haral-
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Figure 3.18: Pre-processing for binary quantification of the structural configuration: (a) his-
togram of a reconstructed slice of (white) carbon layers (taken from figure 3.17c); (b) binariza-
tion of (a) (binary carbon phase is red) by the single threshold of ∼ 0.4 depicted in (a) as red;
(c) multiple thresholds enable to binarize a full volume which is used for porosity measurements
(the cube corresponds to a volume of (6.8 nm)3); (d) the binary carbon phase from (b) is skele-
tonized (overlay in red) for layer distance, fringe length as well as tortuosity measurements.
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ick and Shapiro, 1992; Matlab, 2011). Hence, the binarized layers can be sorted, cut

apart or measured individually.

Porosity is measured by equation (2.37) requiring the total volume and the carbon

layer volume. Vtotal is measured in an exact manner by the dimensions and the pixel

size of the entire volume. The binary porous volume is denoised by two-dimensional

skeletonization and morphological dilation. The overall porous volume Vcarbon is mea-

sured by summation of the voxels which are attributed to the binary carbon phase.

Layer distance is measured by the euclidean distance of the corresponding pix-

els of two neighbouring carbon layers. Due to a global binarization, neighbouring lay-

ers may be separated by more than the real distance. Hence, it has to be ensured

that only the next neighbouring layer is taken into account for distance measurements.

Therefore, all layers are consecutively numbered and sorted into neighbouring pairs.

Whereas horizontally parallel lines can be measured accurately even with an infinite

length, rotated and curved lines show a considerable error in their distance measure-

ments (cf. section A.4 and figure A.3a,b in the appendix, p. 108). This is overcome

by cutting the layers into small parts, thus, coping only with short and nearly straight,

parallel segments. Therefore, the pixels of the corresponding carbon layers are con-

secutively ordered and attributed to the background after a pre-defined distance. Thus,

carbon layer distance measurement is only limited by the active pixel size2.

Fringe length is calculated by counting pixels of a one pixel thick carbon layer

skeleton. Therefore, the 2D-spatially carbon fringe is automatically skeletonized by a

morphological iterative thinning algorithm (Matlab, 2011, Online doc. p. 879).

Tortuosity can in principle be estimated by three measures: distance metric (DM)

(cf. eq. (2.38) in section 2.3), inflection-count-metric (ICM) and sum-of-angles-metric

(SOAM). As it is shown in section A.4 of the appendix (cf. figure A.3c,d, p. 108), only

the ICM copes correctly with varying length and amplitude, whereas DM works perfect

for varying length/amplitude and constant frequency, and SOAM for constant length

and varying amplitude/frequency. However, examples in the literature predominantly

represent macroscopic data for which the evaluation of DM, ICM and SOAM holds true.

Hence, the application of an ICM on data with single pixel thickness is strictly limited

as a one pixel outlier is generally accepted as noise contribution. In this case of atom-

ic/pixelwise fluctuations such random outliers occur much more often and deteriorate

2Within tomography this is still, in contrast to any technological advancements, mainly limited by the
necessary memory consumption. Using 1024 x 1024 images with a 16bit integer (2byte) storage this
leads to a 3D volume of 10243 · 2 bytes = 1GB data which is binned by 2 regularly for reconstruction.
Whereas image processing programs like Avizo (Avizo, 2011) and MATLAB (Matlab, 2011) can cope
on 64bit machines with the full and even larger data, the XMIPP (Marabini et al., 1996) reconstruction
package suffers from its large memory consumption which would require for each CPU process 3GB
of memory storing one resulting volume, one correction volume, and one POCS-mask volume which
makes future changes in the memory and parallelization architecture necessary.
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the measurement. It can therefore be concluded that for data of single pixel thickness

and variation, only the DM shows to be practical with respect to implementation and

application.

Furthermore, 3D tortuosity measurements apply only to three-dimensional, iso-

lated vessels (Bullitt et al., 2003). Surface curvature measurements apply to extended

carbon surfaces, which are solely accessible within a few local areas due to noisy re-

construction. Thus, for practical measurements of entire soot particles a global quan-

tification of graphitic layers is performed within individual volume slices.

3.6.3 Geometrical porosity measurement

As stated before, the carbon volume can be accessed by the proposed protocol and

can be reliably binarized. Hence, for this (commercial) Vulcan XC-72 particle with

20wt% platinum (ETeK Inc.) one obtains:

quantity value

total soot volume Vtotal (24.93nm)3

platinum volume (8.94nm)3

soot porosity P 0.38± 0.08 (std)

The porous binary dataset in figure 3.18c serves as a phantom for projection and to-

mographic reconstruction in order to determine an error estimate for porosity (cf. figure

A.4 in the appendix, p. 110). Evaluating the original and reconstructed slice by a lines-

can, it becomes obvious that the selected threshold is crucial, nevertheless, the volume

is correctly reconstructed.

Based on equation (2.37) the corresponding relative error is calculated by

∆P

P
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

Vcarbon

Vtotal
− V 2

carbon

V 2
total

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∆Vcarbon

Vcarbon
.

This dependence is depicted in figure A.4d in the appendix. It shows the largest relative

error of 0.25 for Vcarbon/Vtotal = 0.5. Using the measured porosity and its standard

deviation (cf. the table above) the relative error is calculated to ∆P/P = 0.21. Hence,

the error for the volume ∆Vcarbon/Vcarbon is estimated to 0.89. One can conclude that

the overall segmentation error is small enough compared to the systematic error of the

porosity measurement. This ensures a correct measurement of the porosity.

3.6.4 Validity of state-of-the-art 2D measurements

State-of-the-art procedures binarize a single 2D projection of a soot particle, skele-

tonize it and calculate fringe length, tortuosity and layer distance (cf. section 2.3). With
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.19: Assessing the validity of state-of-the-art 2D soot characterization in comparison
with the now accessible 3D structure for (a) fringe length, (b) tortuosity and (c) layer distance.
Normalized histograms of layer distance, fringe length and tortuosity for a partial binarization
(black lines) of a tilt series with every sixth slice (corresponds to 18

◦ tilt steps, resembling ap-
proximately 100 fringes within each slice). A higher degree of binarization is performed for three
distinct projections (red lines) resulting in the same distribution, thus the degree of binarization
is statistically not relevant. In contrast, the distribution due to the 3D measurement (blue line)
is throughout all measures distinct.
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this approach, the commonly established two-dimensional analysis is assessed by the

fully available three-dimensional structure of soot particles. It is evaluated whether

the usage of further projections yield more information, and how this compares to an

entirely three-dimensional analysis.

In contrast to one single projection for evaluation, one could use several projections

of a tilt-series to increase the overall structural information, e.g. using 12 projections

with 10
◦ tilt increment (comprising the full tilt series range) (cf. black lines in figure 3.19).

Whereas each projection contains unique macroscopic information of the soot particle,

all projections show the same statistical distribution of graphitization (cf. black lines in

figure 3.19). In order to evaluate whether this is related to the degree of binarization

- as in the literature only partly binarized areas are shown - three projections with

45
◦ tilt difference were fully binarized (cf. red lines in figure 3.19). Therefore, the

degree of binarization is enhanced for three layers by a factor of three. Again these

three selected layers show the same (normalized) statistical distribution as the less

binarized ones (comparing the red with the black distribution). Thus, one can conclude

that the distribution is invariant with respect to the numbers of binarized fringes and

using more projections does not increase the structural information of the soot particle.

A soot particle possesses a statistically invariant graphitization with respect to a two-

dimensional projection analysis.

Evaluating the entire three-dimensional volume leads to a different statistical dis-

tribution (cf. blue lines in figure 3.19). It results in a layer distance of 0.358nm, a

tortuosity of 1.06 and a fringe length of 1.88nm. The latter shows a difference with the

2D measurements by a factor of two, which is attributed to a projection artefact for 2D

measurements due to inclination of the carbon layer edge and the projection direction,

as depicted in figures 3.16d,e of section 3.6.1. The measurements can be summarized

as following:

mean values 2D tilt series 3D volume 2D reference (cf. footnotes)

layer distance [nm] 0.299± 0.053 0.358± 0.056 0.348± 0.012 2;0.342− 0.36 3

fringe length [nm] 0.759± 0.545 1.955± 1.154 1.176± 0.619 2;0.5− 0.8 4

tortuosity [1] 1.045± 0.064 1.100± 0.146 ∼ 1.24 4

As can be seen, the determined values lie within the literature values, which are

based on 2D measurements. However, it has to be mentioned that Vander Wal’s data

(Vander Wal et al., 2004) is always calibrated after the measurement with the x-ray

data of turbostratic graphite in order to meet a desired 0.344nm distance (the value

2(Palotás et al., 1996b); CB330 carbon black from DeGussa.
3(Vander Wal et al., 2004); heat treated Cabot R250 carbon black; HRTEM and x-ray data.
4(Vander Wal et al., 2004); heat treated Cabot R250 carbon black; equivalent histogram distribution
tendency as determined here.
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corresponds to the respective type of graphite). This need for an apriori knowledge

manifests in addition to the fringe length results that the three-dimensional approach is

superior.

3.6.5 Layer distance, fringe length and tortuosity measure ments

in 3D

Two soot particles are studied by the following quantities: layer distance, fringe length

and tortuosity (distance metric). As a result the structural composition (cf. figure 3.20)

and the degree of graphitization are characterized at the very core and on the reac-

tion surface. The measures are correlated to the position within the soot particle, i.e.

the depth measured as the distance from the surface by a morphological operation

(distance map) (cf. figure 3.20).

Both soot particles were binarized with (almost) the same amount of fringes en-

suring proper statistical comparison leading to the following values:

mean values soot particle 1 soot particle 2

layer distance [nm] 0.368± 0.056 0.358± 0.056

fringe length [nm] 3.776± 2.327 1.955± 1.154

tortuosity [1] 1.199± 0.215 1.100± 0.146

Particle 1 (the soot particle in figure 3.20a) shows in total slightly larger values. The

fringe length differs most obvious as can be seen in figure 3.20a,e. Due to the densely

appearing composition of particle 2 (the soot particle in figure 3.20e) the measured

layer distance resembles well the higher degree of graphitization. As the distance

metric is valid for varying fringe length, the higher tortuosity value of particle 1 clearly

distinguishes the internal composition from the second particle. However, concerning

the given standard deviation the first particle shows in contrast a larger distribution of

tortuosity values than the second. This, in addition, justifies the enhanced degree of

graphitization of particle 2 which leads to an higher amount of straight carbon layers.

Correlating these measures with the depth of the soot particle shows that all bi-

variate histograms impart an unimodal distribution of the corresponding measures. As

particle 1 is thicker than 2, the histograms show a different soot surface distance axis.

All histograms show in addition a higher frequency for smaller surface distances and a

lower frequency for higher surface distances, as the number of fringes per volume is

reduced the larger the surface distance is. For the following discussion the soot par-

ticles are distinguished by three characterisitc depths: the outer part, the middle and

interior part. The carbon layer distance (cf. figure 3.20b,f) for particle 1 shows near
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(a) (e)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(g)

(h)

5nm5nm

Figure 3.20: Characterizing two different morphologies of soot particles: (a) two-dimensional
projection image of the soot particle in figure 3.16 referred to as particle 1; (b) bivariate his-
togram of the layer distance with respect to the soot surface distance (depth) for the soot particle
in (a); (c) bivariate histogram for fringe length; (d) bivariate histogram for the tortuosity (distance
metric); (e-h) the corresponding bivariate histograms for the particle depicted in (e) referred to
as particle 2.
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the surface and in the interior a constant distance, whereas in the middle a higher vari-

ation in carbon layer distance is observable. In contrast, particle 2 shows throughout

the whole volume the same carbon layer distance. Concerning fringe length (cf. figure

3.20c,g), particle 1 is composed of the calculated mean fringe length in the middle,

while the outer and inner parts (based on a homogeneous distribution) of less long

fringes. Particle 2, in contrast, contributes to the long fringes through all parts, result-

ing in a constant fringe length with respect to depth. Concerning tortuosity (cf. figure

3.20d,g), particle 1 is composed on the outer and interior part by straight carbon lay-

ers, whereas in the middle part a considerable amount is more tortuous. This comes

along with the varying layer distance in the middle part as mentioned before. Further-

more, particle 1 shows the discrimination of three regions with respect to depth: the

outer and inner region are composed of shorter and straight fringes leading to a fluffy

character and the middle part is composed of long carbon layers with a varying carbon

layer distance due to the higher tortuosity. Particle 2, in contrast, is composed of the

same tortuosity throughout all regions. This comes together with a homogeneously

distributed carbon layer distance and fringe length. It can be concluded that the im-

pression of the projection image of particle 2 in (e) is resembled in these measures,

being composed of a confined fringe length of straight and constant separated layers,

being a good approximation of an graphitic like carbon particle.

3.6.6 Conclusion

Based on the newly developed experimental and post-processing protocol, it is now

possible to access all relevant three-dimensional measures to describe the ultramicro-

porous structure of graphitic materials. It is justified that an evaluation of a single pro-

jection is not representative when comparing particles with different internal graphitic

morphology. Increasing the overall information by evaluating several 2D-projection im-

ages of the same particle from a tilt series does not lead to a statistical significance. A

full three-dimensional analysis of the data leads to different values. Only a full three-

dimensional characterization can lead to a real discrimination between the structures.

This has been exemplified on two distinct appearing soot morphologies showing differ-

ent contributions to the mean values of layer distance, fringe length and tortuosity with

respect to their position within the particle. It is shown that two particles from the same

sample can show either almost graphitic characteristics (particle 2), whereas the other

shows three distinct depth regions of fluffy and more graphitic regions (particle 1).



CHAPTER 4

Summary and Outlook

In contemporary materials science tomography high-angle-annular dark-field STEM

is well-established to study radiation immune materials with 1 nm resolution. In this

work for the first time a thorough protocol has been established to achieve an ultimate

resolution of at least 0.32nm to study radiation sensitive carbon nanostructures exper-

imentally with bright-field (BF-) TEM (Leschner et al., 2010).

Due to the different scattering characteristics between STEM and BF-TEM, the

latter is supposed to violate the projection theorem of tomography, which is essential

to recover the original 3D object from its 2D projections (inverse problem). Thus, in

this work the validity of the projection requirement for BF-TEM has been proven by

determining the extinction length known from dynamic diffraction theory. It was af-

firmed in this work that the extinction length of graphitic structures is representative

to determine the maximum thickness for reliable three-dimensional reconstruction. As

carbon nanostructures like carbon soot contain in contrast to graphite extremely curved

carbon layers, the curvature was studied for its influence on the scattering characteris-

tics. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) served therefore as a test structure, as they possess

the highest possible curvature. The extinction length was determined to 13.02nm, in-

dicating, however, that the curvature has almost no influence on the feasibility of a

tomography experiment. For thicker structures it has been shown that the interior still

can be properly reconstructed up to a thickness corresponding to the extinction length,

whereas exceeding the extinction length border areas are affected by artefacts.

Simulations of carbon nanotubes have proven that individual carbon layers with

an interlayer distance of 0.35nm can be regularly resolved, whereas an interatomic

resolution of 0.14nm is prohibited even under optimal conditions. Furthermore, it has

been shown that an error of 0.04nm in the alignment of the tilt series leads to speckle-

like artefacts which must not be misinterpreted as atomic resolution. In order to ensure

this accuracy of 0.04nm a new alignment procedure has been developed. Simulations

have shown furthermore that a variation of the defocus during the tilt series acquisition

lowers the contrast. With a new dose simulation approach resembling the statistical

impact of the physical electron on the image quality, an optimal signal-to-noise-ratio for

acquisition has been determined. Hence, a rule for the minimum electron dose with

respect to the maximum experimental contrast has been derived to reduce the dose
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consumption.

An acquisition protocol for tomography is limited by the electron beam sensitivity

of the material under investigation. We showed that lowering the acceleration voltage

from 80 kV to 20 kV enables a two order of magnitude higher dose before equivalent

beam damage is observed (Kaiser et al., 2011). For the currently available minimum

acceleration voltage of 80 kV a minimum dose protocol has been implemented for high-

resolution acquisition. Additionally, an automated focusing and stigmation (AFS) mod-

ule has been designed to work near Scherzer focus with a higher accuracy in imaging

condition adjustment in contrast to available aberration correction approaches. This

supports the operator during the derived experimental protocol to adjust the imaging

conditions under a minimum dose environment.

Vulcan XC-72 carbon soot structures serve as support for catalytically active plat-

inum nanoparticles and are nowadays a standard for electrochemical applications, e.g.

fuel cells. The proposed protocol for high-resolution minimum dose acquisition, align-

ment, and reconstruction allows to gain insight into electron beam-sensitive carbon

layer configurations on the atomic scale. Hence, the nanoparticles can be studied

together with their structural environment, which is quantified with respect to the three-

dimensional position (reaction surface or interior). This developed three-dimensional

quantification process to study the carbon layer configuration has been demonstrated

superior to prevalent two-dimensional approaches and enables to distinguish between

different morphologies of soot particles. The proposed protocol is dedicated to provid-

ing a structural method to obtain geometric measures for direct insight into the ultra-

microporous carbonaceous supports. Therefore, it should initiate future investigations

to elucidate the role of the support for catalytically active nanoparticles, as chemical

absorption techniques access only indirectly the ultramicroporous support.

This protocol enables studies of other beam sensitive materials with a resolution

of ∼ 0.3nm, e.g. glassy carbon structures and multiwalled carbon nanotubes. For the

former only theoretical predictions of their geometrical composition exist, and for the

latter exist first studies to use them as a support for catalytically active nanoparticles.

The automatic focusing and stigmation (AFS) module can be extended by live

coma correction for high-resolution work, e.g. for graphene imaging acting as a sub-

strate for biological samples.

This work is part of our Sub-Angström-Low-Voltage (SALVE) project and in the

near future we will show the possibility to routinely work in electron tomography at an

acceleration voltage of 20 kV. The developed software protocols can allow to obtain

tilt series of materials which are even more sensitive to the electron beam than the

material studied in this work.



APPENDIX A

Results

A.1 Projection requirement

A binary phantom was obtained by the atomic coordinates of a carbon nanotube with

0.352nm layer distance (cf. figure A.1a), whereas the atoms have been chosen in size

that they represent an experiment appropriately. A non-monotonic intensity transfer

of the original/input projection intensity to the altered output intensity is obtained (cf.

figure A.1c). This shows that even a non-monotonic relationship can allow to resolve

the internal structure of the test object (cf. figure A.1b with A.1c).
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(a) (b) (c)

original fi ltered original fi ltered

(b)

(c)

(d)

phantom

Figure A.1: Influence of the projection monotonicity on the reconstruction of a binary phantom:
(a) the nanotube test structure with 17 walls; (b) reconstruction of the phantom in (a) (on the
left the original gray scale reconstruction is depicted, whereas on the right the reconstruction
was high-pass filtered and gamma adjusted for better visibility; the black wedge indicates the
missing wedge of the reconstruction); (c) reconstruction of the phantom in (a) with altered
intensity transfer; (d) the intensity transfer of the original input intensity of the projections and
the altered intensity transfer mimicking a non-monotonic relationship.
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Figure A.2: Graphical user interface of the minimum dose acquisition protocol to control the
microscope (cf. details in the text).

A.2 Graphical user interface for minimum-dose acqui-

sition

The beam blanker is accessed (beam blanker button which is enabled if yellow) during

all individual tasks (tracking, focusing, stigmating, acquiring). The operator is sup-

ported in tilting the sample with a predefined tilt increment, the overall time consump-

tion of the sample illumination and with the predefined doserates for each task. These

doserates are calibrated after each task has been set up by acquiring a vacuum im-

age. For each task the respective camera can be chosen, whereas “CCD” refers to the

pre-GIF camera and “GIF” to the post-GIF camera. The dedicated magnification for
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the task can be updated for the actual magnification by pressing the get-button. The

intensity setting can be updated by the get-button after adjusting the beam manually

at the microscope, or by pressing “set” in order to enable this illumination setting. Stig-

mating can be chosen in the “continuous” mode or the single imaging mode depending

whether the AFS module is used. Acquiring is always performed in the single image

acquisition mode.

This GUI was programmed as a web page by HTML for which a compilation is

not necessary. The functions of the microscope are accessed by JavaScript, which

is straightforward to incorporate in the web page. The microscope functions are pro-

vided as an ActiveX library by the manufacturer (TEMScripting, FEI). The microscope

manufacturer supports a DigitalMicrograph ActiveX library with which functions and

commands can be accessed. The camera is controlled by DigitalMicrograph scripts

which can be launched from the JavaScript environment within the web page.
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A.3 AFS-module

Calculation of errors for defocus:
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Calculation of errors for astigmatism (angle contribution):
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Calculation of errors for the stigmator amplitude:
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A.4 3D Quantification

The test patterns in figure A.3a indicate by their Euclidean distance measurement that

corresponding pixels of each fringe show a low variation in distance values (case (1)).

Long, rotated layers, however, show that an increased variation of layer distance would

occur (case (2)). Hence, it is reasonable to cut the fringes apart. Highly bend fringes

(case (3)) show a huge deviation in the measurement leading to an immense error bar.

Hence, for case (4) for which the bended fringes were cut apart a different distance is

obtained compared to case (3). In addition, the individual variation is much smaller and
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(a)

freq. ν [1] amp. A [1] length [1] infl ections [1] DM [1] ICM [1] SOAM [°]

0.56 1.69 7.63 1 1.21 0.15 11.66

1.30 0.78 7.63 2 1.21 1.94 32.06

1.85 0.55 7.63 3 1.21 3.28 45.80

1.85 0.55 7.63 3 1.21 3.28 45.80

1.85 0.80 8.83 3 1.40 3.79 49.02

1.85 1.10 10.49 3 1.67 4.51 47.36

(d)

1

2

3, 4

6

5

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(c)

(b)

Figure A.3: Assessing the layer distance and tortuosity measurements by test patterns: (a) the
four different patterns are chosen to evaluate the layer distance measurement by long, straight
fringes, rotated fringes, bended fringes and bended fringes which were cut apart; (b) the layer
distance is measured by the euclidean distance for the patterns in (a) as indicated; (c) sinusoids
with different frequency and amplitude are depicted for simulating different tortuosities; (d)
based on the frequency and amplitude the length is defined leading to a different amount of
inflections for which the tortuosity is measured by the distance metric (DM), the inflection count
metric (ICM) and the sum of angle measurement (SOAM).
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leads to a better estimation of highly bend fringes. It is determined that cutting layers

into short fringes improves the layer distance measurement.

The tortuosity is assessed by varying the frequency ν and amplitude A of a si-

nusoid in order to obtain same line lengths with increasing number of inflections (first

three cases in the table in figure A.3c). The distance metric is calculated by equation

(2.38), the inflection count metric is calculated by the DM and divided by the number of

inflections, the SOAM is in the literature calculated by traversing a fringe path and sum-

ming the incremental distance (Bullitt et al., 2003). Here, the SOAM was analytically

calculated by the trajectory length of a sinusoid by integration along the path. Both

the ICM and SOAM show with their calculated values the aimed increase in tortuosity

(indicated by the black arrow). Varying the amplitude with constant frequency results

in a constant number of inflections. For these cases (three bottom cases in the table)

the DM and ICM show the aimed dependence to the tortuosity. In conclusion, only the

ICM represent for all six cases the right tortuosity.

The porosity measurement is assessed by the usage of a binary phantom repre-

senting the original dataset, as it is chosen from the experimentally three-dimensional

obtained volume of the carbon soot particle in figure 3.17d (page 91). The reconstruc-

tion in figure A.4b represents well the structure depicted in A.4a. A linescan across

the phantom and the reconstruction (cf. figure A.4c) justifies a proper structural re-

construction, however, with slightly varying intensity, which requires special care in

determination of the binarization threshold with respect to the selected area/volume.

The error dependence of the porosity measurement (cf. figure A.4d) indicates that the

largest error is obtained for a ratio of 0.5 of the carbon volume to the entire volume.
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2 nm

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

Figure A.4: Assessing the porosity measurements: (a) a binarized slice of the experimentally
obtained carbon soot volume in figure 3.17d serves as a real-world phantom; (b) the recon-
struction of the in (a) depicted binary slice; (c) a linescan across the position in (a) and (b)
showing that the reconstruction (dashed line) represents the original data (solid line) well, but
with varying intensity; (d) error of the porosity measurement with respect to the ratio of carbon
and total volume.
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